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Preface

SCSI Specifications
This manual assumes some prior knowledge of current and proposed SCSI standards. For background
information, please contact:

ANSI
11 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018
(212) 642-4900
Ask for document number X3.131-1986 (SCSI-I)
Global Engineering Documents
15 Inverness Way East
Englewood, CO 80112
(800) 854-7179 or (303) 792-2181
Ask for document number X3.131-198X (SCSI-2)

l

r
l

ENDL Publications
14426 Black Walnut Court
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 867-6642
Document names: SCSI Bench Reference, SCSI Encyclopedia
Prentice Hall
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
(201) 767-5937
Ask for document number ISBN 0-13-796855-8, SCSI: Understanding the Small Computer System Interface
The SCSI Electronic Bulletin Board
(719) 574-0424
NCR Microelectronic Products Division Electronic Bulletin Board
(719) 596-1649
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Chapter One
Introduction

General Description
The 53CF94-2 and 53CF96-2 Fast SCSI Controllers (FSC) are high performance CMOS
devices designed to maximize SCSI transfer rates.
They are pin-compatible with the NCR 53C94
and 53C96 Advanced SCSI Controllers, and
conform to ANSI standards X3.131-1986 (SCSI1) and X3.131-199X (SCSI-2). The FSC includes
all the functionality of the 53C94 and 53C96, plus
additional features including Fast SCSI, a 24-bit
transfer counter, and a part-unique ID code.
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The 53CF94-2 and 53CF96-2 are second generation SCSI controllers that reduce protocol overhead by performing common SCSI sequences in
hardware, in response to a single command. The
53CF94-2 and 53CF96-2 will operate at sustained
data transfer rates up to 10 MB/s in synchronous
mode and 7 MB/s in asynchronous mode. Refer to
the Data Transfer Rate section in Chapter 2, Functional Description. The 53CF94-2 has on-chip 48
rnA drivers for single-ended transmission in an 84pin PLCC, while the 53CF96-2 offers both singleended and differential mode operation in a single
100-pin Quad Flat Pack (QFP) or 100-pin Thin
Quad Flat Pack (TQFP) package.
The microprocessor bus width is eight bits. It may
either be configured separately from the 16-bit
DMA bus (a dual bus configuration) or to share
the lower half with the DMA bus (a single bus
configuration). The chip operates in four different
host bus configurations: two single bus modes
and two dual bus modes. The dual bus architecture separates the Data Bus and the Processor
Address Data Bus, two high-traffic information
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flows in the system, to maximize efficiency and
throughput. The modes are selected with the
Mode 0 and Mode 1 signals. The configuration
modes are described fully in the Host Bus Configuration section of Chapter 2, Functional Description.
They are illustrated in Appendix B, Bus Configurations.

NCR TolerANT® Technology
The FSC features NCR TolerANT® technology,
which includes active negation on the SCSI
drivers and input signal filtering on the SCSI
receivers. Active negation causes the SCSI REQ,
ACK, Data and Parity signals to be actively
deasserted.
TolerANT receiver technology improves data
integrity in unreliable cabling environments, where
other devices would be subject to data corruption.
TolerANT receivers filter the SCSI bus signal to
eliminate unwanted transitions without the long
signal delay associated with RC-type input filters.
This improved driver and receiver technology
helps to eliminate the double clocking of data,
which is the single biggest data reliability issue
with SCSI operations. The benefits of TolerANT
include increased immunity to noise when the
signal is going high, increased performance due to
balanced duty cycles, and improved Fast SCSI
transfer rates. It can be used in both single-ended
and differential mode. TolerANT is compatible
with both the Alternative One and Alternative
Two termination schemes proposed by the American National Standards Institute.
Please refer to the Active Negation bit in the
Configuration 4 register for more information.
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Features
•
•

SCSI-2 compatible

•

Up to 7 MB/s sustained asynchronous SCSI
transfer rate

•
•

Up to 10 MB/s sustained synchronous SCSI
transfer rate
NCR TolerANT technology provides:
•

•
•

Active negation pad cells on the SCSI
Data, Parity, REQ and ACK pins to
improve Fast SCSI-2 performance
Input signal conditioning on the REQ and
ACK lines

24-bit transfer counter eliminates inter-sector
transfer delays and allows single transfers up to
16MB

•

Up to 20 MB/s DMA interface

•

SCSI-2 tagged-queuing

•

Improved scatter/gather operation

•

Software compatible with previous members of
the 53C90 family

On-chip 48 rnA drivers
Combination commands implemented with
on-chip sequential logic
Host intervention minimized using combination commands

•

Control logic for differential transceivers
8-bit multiplexed and non-multiplexed address/data bus interface
DMA Burst Mode, Byte Control Mode,
Threshold 8 mode, Save Residual Byte option,
Misaligned Transfer handling supported
Parity generation, optional checking
Parity pass-through
Supports clock frequencies from 10-40 MHz
Low power CMOS
Latch-up protection greater than 100 rnA
Typical 300 m V SCSI bus hysteresis
Voltage feed-through protection
Ordering Information:
•

53CF94-2: Single-ended operation only,
84-pin PLCC

•

53CF96-2: Single-ended or differential
operation, 100-pin QFP or Thin QFP
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Figure 1-1. Functional Block Diagram
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Chapter Two

Functional Description
The Fast SCSI Controller (FSC) has a command
set that allows it to perform common SCSI sequences at hardware speed without host intervention. Its on-chip FIFO may be accessed simultaneously by the SCSI bus and either the microprocessor or the host DMA controller. All command,
data, status and message bytes pass through the
FIFO on the way to or from the SCSI bus.
Most FSC commands have two versions: DMA
and non-DMA. When DMA instructions are
used, data will pass between memory and the
SCSI bus with the FIFO acting as temporary
storage when the DMA channel is temporarily
shut down by a higher priority event, such as
DRAM refresh. The FIFO also helps speed
execution during non-DMA transfers. For example, in initiator role, the microprocessor will
load the Command Descriptor Block (CDB) and
optionally, one or three message bytes into the
FIFO. It will then issue one of several selection
commands and wait for an interrupt. The FSC
will wait for bus free, arbitrate for the bus until it
acquires it, send the message bytes followed by the
CDB, then generate an interrupt. Meanwhile, a
multi-tasking host may continue with other tasks.
The FSC is a member of the NCR 53C9x family,
with additional features such as Fast SCSI transfer
rates, a 24-bit transfer counter, and an ID register.
The 24-bit transfer counter and the ID register are
described in Chapter Four, Registers.

Typical SCSI Operation
When the FSC is in target role, the microprocessor enables selection and waits for an interrupt.
Eventually an initiator selects the FSC, which then
automatically steps through the selection and
command phases before generating an interrupt.
When the interrupt occurs, the entire CDB will be
in the FIFO along with any message bytes sent by
the initiator.
After the selection phase has been successfully
completed, the FSC may transfer bytes in any
SCSI information phase whether it is operating in
initiator or target role. The FSC supports disconnectlreselect in both initiator and target roles,
making it easy to implement high performance
multi-threaded systems.
The FSC may transfer data phase bytes across the
bus synchronously, at speeds up to 10 MB/s, or
asynchronously, at speeds up to 7 MB/s. Refer to
the Data Transfer Rate section in this chapter for
more information. The difference between asynchronous and synchronous operation is transparent to the user except that the Synchronous Offset
and the Synchronous Transfer Period registers
must be programmed prior to synchronous data
transfer. The default, after hardware or software
reset, is asynchronous transmission.
Data bytes will usually be transferred using DMA.
The microprocessor will program an external
DMA controller, program the FSC transfer count
register, issue one of several FSC data transfer
commands, then wait for an interrupt. The DMA
controller and the FSC will transfer all the data
without microprocessor intervention.
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To end the SCSI transaction, the FSC target will
place a status byte and a message byte in the
FIFO. It will then issue one of two single commands which will cause the FSC to first assert
Status phase, send the first byte, assert Message In
phase, send the second byte, disconnect from the
SCSI bus (after the initiator releases Acknowledge
[ACK]) and interrupt the microprocessor.
The end of a SCSI transaction is similar for an
FSC initiator except that it receives two bytes into
its FIFO. The initiator prevents the target from
disconnecting by holding ACK asserted on the bus
while the microprocessor examines the status and
message bytes. If both bytes are acceptable, the
Message Accepted command is used to instruct
the FSC to release ACK, which allows the target
to disconnect and causes the initiator to interrupt
its host and report the disconnect. If the status
and message bytes are not acceptable, the host
could first issue the Set Attention (ATN) command before issuing the Message Accepted command. This instructs the FSC to assert ATN
before releasing ACK, which should cause the
target to request Message Out phase rather than
disconnect.

Bus Initiated Sequences
• Selection
• Reselection
• SCSI bus reset
Selection or reselection sequences occur in the
disconnected state when the FSC is selected or
reselected by another initiator or target, if the
Enable Selection or Reselection command has
previously been received by the FSC.
In addition to responding to bus initiated events,
the FSC may initiate a bus event by using one of
several selection or reselection commands. If one
of these commands starts executing, the Enable
Selection or Reselection command will be cleared
after arbitration has been won, preventing the
FSC from responding to a Select or Reselect
command. Normally the microprocessor will have
250 ms (ANSI recommended selection time-out
period) after the chip disconnects from the bus to
re-enable bus initiated events. If the time-out
period is exceeded, an initiator or target attempting to connect to the FSC may time-out and
abort.
If, on the other hand, the bus initiated event
occurs before the command starts executing, the
FIFO and Command register will be cleared and
any further writes by the microprocessor will be
ignored until the Interrupt register is read. Since a
selection or reselection command requires that
something be placed in the FIFO, these bytes will
be lost, as will any command written to the Command register. The interrupt handler that services
a selection or reselection command will have to
examine the bits in the Interrupt register to determine if the FSC selected another device, or if it
was selected by another device. The former case
will cause a Function Complete Interrupt, the
latter case will cause a Selection or Reselection
interrupt.
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Bus Initiated Selection
When the FSC has been selected as a target, the
following data will be in its FIFO:
• Bus ID
• Identify message
• Optional two-byte command queuing message
• Command Descriptor Block (CDB)
The bus ID will always be present and will always
be one byte. It is an un-encoded version of the
state of the bus during Selection phase. Any SCSI
data bits that were true during Selection phase will
be set. The target ID must always be set. In
arbitrating systems, the initiator ID must also be
set. The initiator ID is optional in non-arbitrating
systems. If parity checking is enabled, parity must
be valid during the bus initiated selection. If parity
is not valid, the FSC will not respond to bus
initiated selection.
The identify message, if sent, will also be placed
in the FIFO. The identify message is optional in
SCSI-l systems but will always be one byte if it is
used. In SCSI-2 systems a one or three byte
message will be sent, consisting of the one-byte
identify message and an optional two-byte command queuing message. If the identify message is
not sent, the FSC places a null byte (OOh) into the
second FIFO element, behind the bus ID. If the
FSC is selected with ATN false, it will store a null
byte (OOh) in the FIFO behind the bus ID, then
begin requesting command phase bytes. A detected parity error will cause the FSC to interrupt
and stop, if parity checking is enabled.

If the FSC is selected with ATN true and the
SCSI-2 bit set, the FSC will examine both the
message byte and the ATN signal to determine
how many bytes to request. If the first byte is a
valid identify message and if ATN goes false after
receiving the first byte, the FSC will change to
Command phase. If the first byte is a valid identify
message byte and ATN is still true, it will request
two more message bytes. After requesting the
message bytes, the FSC requests Command phase
bytes unless one of the following situations occurs:
1) The first byte is not a valid identify message
2) A parity error is detected
3) ATN goes false between the second and third
bytes
4) ATN remains true but the SCSI-2 bit is false.
All of these conditions cause the FSC to interrupt
and stop.
To determine if one of the above situations has
occurred, examine the Sequence Step register.
The CDB will always begin at the third or fifth
byte in the FIFO, assuming selection completed
normally. The CDB may be 6, 10 or 12 bytes
long. Thus, in SCSI-2, the entire FIFO may be
filled if a tagged-queuing 12-byte command is
used.

If the FSC is selected with ATN true and the
SCSI-2 bit is not set, it will request one message
byte and place it in the FIFO behind the bus ID.
Then it requests Command phase bytes unless the
message byte is not a valid identify message (if bit
7 in the Config-3 register is not set), or a parity
error is detected, which will cause the FSC to
interrupt and stop. The Sequence Step register
can then be examined to determine what events
have been completed.
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Bus Initiated Reselection
The FSC will allow itself to be rese1ected as an
initiator by a target if it has previously received the
Enable SelectionlReselection command. If the
sequence completes normally, the following
information will be in the FIFO:
• Bus ID
• Identify message
• Optional 2-byte queue tag message
The bus ID will always be present and will always
be one byte. It is an un-encoded version of the
state of the bus during Rese1ection phase.
The identify message will always be present and
will always be one byte.
If queue tagging is enabled, and the target is
sending a queue tag message, the target will also
send two queue tag message bytes.

Bus Initiated Reset
A SCSI bus initiated reset will be recognized by
the FSC at any time. When SCSI RSTI pulses
true, the FSC will disconnect from the bus and
reset its internal sequencer. If bit 6 in the Config 1
register is not set, the FSC will generate a SCSI
reset detected interrupt.

Parity Checking and
Generation
The FSC has six bits that control parity generation and checking. Four of these bits can be
accessed by the user and are described in Table
2-1. If parity checking is disabled, the FSC does
not check for parity errors. In this document, the
word detected in conjunction with parity error
should be understood to imply that parity checking has previously been enabled. Parity checking is
accomplished as data is being received from the
SCSI bus.
In Target role, detected parity errors will set the
Parity Error bit (bit 5 in the Status register) and
clear the Command register without causing an
interrupt. In Initiator role, detected parity errors
will set the Parity Error bit and assert ATN
(Attention) prior to releasing ACK (Acknowledge). Parity errors occurring after a phase change
to Synchronous Data In are handled slightly
different in Initiator mode. Refer to Chapter 5,
Command Set, for more information on initiator
commands.
Configuration 2 register bit 2, the Target Bad
Parity Abort bit, allows special handling for parity
errors. When this bit is set, the chip will abort a
Receive command or Receive Data command if
bad parity is received from the SCSI bus. If a
parity error occurs when the Target Bad Parity
Abort bit is set, the Status Register Parity Error bit
(bit 5) will be set, but no additional bits will be set
in the Interrupt or Status registers after bad parity
is detected. The Transfer Counter and FIFO
Flags registers contain a record of how many bytes
were transferred before the command was
aborted.
For additional information on the parity bits, refer
to the register descriptions.
The FSC has two parity pins (DBPO, DBP1) that
may always be used by the DMA, and may be
used by the host processor if configured for Bus
Configuration Mode One. In Mode Two and

2-4
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Mode Three, the processor connects to the FIFO
on an 8-bit bus only. In these modes, the internal
parity generator creates parity to send to the SCSI
bus.
When the DBP pins are enabled, parity may pass
between the SCSI and host buses without change,
or it may be generated by the FSC from the data
byte. Whether generated internally or by using the
parity pins (DBPO, DBPI), the parity bit is always
generated and loaded into the FIFO along with
the data byte. From that point, it moves through
the FIFO along with the data byte. Therefore,
setting the Test Parity bit (bit 5 of the Configuration-I register) after loading a data byte will not
cause bad parity on that data byte in the FIFO.
The FIFO may be accessed by three buses: SCSI
bus, microprocessor bus, or host DMA bus.
If parity test mode is enabled, the DBPO is a
duplicate ofDB7 and DBPI is a duplicate of
DBI5. This is true both for data flowing from the
FIFO to the SCSI Data Bus (SDB) pins or data
flowing from the FIFO to the Host Data Bus
(DB) pins.

Host Bus Configuration
The DMA and microprocessor buses may be
configured in one of the four ways shown below.

Mode Description
Zero

Single bus; 8-bit DMA, 8-bit processor
bus.

One

Single bus; I6-bit DMA, 8-bit processor
bus.

Two

Dual bus; 8 or I6-bit DMA bus with byte
control and 8-bit multiplexed processor
address/data bus.

Three Dual bus; I6-bit DMA bus and 8-bit
non-multiplexed processor bus.

The FSC flags parity errors as data comes into the
FIFO from the SCSI bus, or as it leaves the FIFO
on its way out to the SCSI bus.

Table 2-1. Parity Control
Control Bit

Data Direction

Bit Set

Parity Checking
Config 1, bit 4

SCSI to FIFO

Enable parity checking and Disable parity checking and error
reporting. Parity generator to FIFO
error reporting. SDBP
loaded into FIFO

Test parity
Config 1, bit 5

FIFO to SCSI

SDBP is replica of SDB7

FIFO to SDBP

FIFO to memory

DBPO is replica ofDB7
DBPI is replica ofDB15

FIFO to DBPO, DBPI

DACKI to FIFO

DBPto FIFO

Parity generator to FIFO

FIFO to SCSI

Enable parity checking and Disable parity checking and error
reporting
error reporting

CS/toFIFO

DBPtoFIFO

FIFO to SCSI

Enable parity checking and Disable parity checking and error
reporting
error reporting

DMAparity
Config 2, bit

:1

°

Register parity
Config 2, bit 1

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual

Bit Not Set

Parity generator to FIFO
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The operating mode is selected by the Mode 1
and Mode 0 strapping pins; refer to Chapter 3,
Pin Descriptions, for the setting of each mode. The
four operating modes are labeled Mode Zero
through Mode Three. These names are derived
from the binary encoded state of the mode configuration pins with the Mode 1 pin being the
most significant. Refer to Appendix B, Bus Configurations, for configuration diagrams. In both
single bus modes, the DMA and the microprocessor share the same data bus. Therefore, CSI and
DACKI must never be true at the same time when
operating in single bus mode. Conversely, both
dual bus modes have separate data buses for
DMA and microprocessor, which may be active
simultaneously provided CSI is not accessing the
FIFO.

Bus Configuration Mode Zero
In this mode, the 16-bit FSC becomes functionally identical to the 8-bit NCR 53C90B. Bus
Configuration Mode 0, a single-bus configuration,
is primarily for testing purposes. In this mode, the
PAD bus is not used and the Data bus is configured for 8-bit operations. The DB bus handles
both the microprocessor interface and DMA
activity over the DB7-0 lines with DBPO for
parity; the DB15-8 lines are not used.
In this mode, the register address is carried by the
A3-0 lines and is latched into the chip on the high
to low transition of CS/. The direction of the
access is determined by the RDI and WR/ pins.
CSI must also be active during register accesses.
In Bus Configuration Mode Zero, DMA read data
is driven by the chip when DACK/ is true.
Note: The WR/ and DBWR/ strobes must be tied
together in both single bus configurations.

2-6

Bus Configuration Mode One
In Bus Configuration Mode One, another singlebus configuration, the PAD bus is not used and
the Data bus is configured for 16-bit operations.
In this mode, the register address is carried by the
A3-0 lines and is latched into the chip on the high
to low transition of CS/. The direction of the
access is determined by the RDI and WR/ pins.
CSI must also be active during register accesses.
In this mode, registers are accessed over the DB7o lines with DBPO for parity. For non-FIFO
access, DBPO into the chip is ignored and DBPO
out of the chip is zero. For FIFO read accesses,
FIFO parity is passed out of the chip to DBPO. If
the Register Parity Enable bit is not set in the
Configuration 2 Register for FIFO write accesses,
FIFO parity is generated by the chip; if the register
parity is enabled, DBPO is passed into the FIFO.
DMA transfers occur over the DB15-0 lines with
DBP1 for parity, and DB7-0 with DBPO for
parity.
Note: The WR/ and DBWRI strobes must be tied
together in both single bus configurations.

Bus Configuration Mode Two
In this dual-bus mode, 8 or 16-bit operations are
supported by the DMA Data bus. The microprocessor interface is supported by the PAD bus.
FIFO parity is not available for data transfers over
the PAD bus, and the Register Parity Enable bit
(bit 1) of the Configuration 2 Register should not
be set. The direction of transfer is determined by
the RDI and WR/ lines. CSI must be active during
PAD bus accesses.
In Bus Configuration Mode Two, register addresses and register data are multiplexed on the
PAD bus. The register address on the PAD3-0
lines is latched into the chip on the high to low
transition of ALE (A3). In Bus Configuration
Mode Two, Byte Control must be enabled in the
Configuration 2 Register.
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In Bus Configuration Mode Two, the Data bus
default configuration is for 16-bit DMA transfers.
Pin A2 functions as the Data bus read signal
(DBRD/), which drives the DMA read data. Byte
Control Mode, described under DMA Operation,
is only available in Bus Configuration Mode Two.
The bus width configurations are listed in Chapter
Three, Signal Descriptions.

Bus Configuration Mode Three
Like Bus Configuration Mode Two, this dual bus
mode is configured for 16-bit transfers. Bus
Configuration Mode Three differs from Mode
Two in that byte control mode is not available,
and the register address is carried by the A3-AO
lines.
In this dual bus mode, DMA operations are
supported by the DB bus, and the microprocessor
interface is supported by the PAD bus. FIFO
parity is not available for data transfers over the
PAD bus, and the Register Parity Enable bit (bit
1 of the Configuration 2 register) should not be
set. The direction of transfer is determined by the
RDt and WRilines. CSt must be active during
PAD bus accesses.
In Bus Configuration Mode Three, transfers occur
on the microprocessor interface over the PAD bus,
which operates as a non-multiplexed data only
bus. The register address is carried by the A3-0
lines and is latched into the chip on the high to
low transition of CSt.

DMA Operation
The FSC supports 8-bit and 16-bit DMA transfers, as well as misaligned transfers. The on-chip
FIFO allows the FSC to support normal and burst
mode transfers. The DMA interface protocol runs
asynchronous to the chip clock. The DMA Request signal (DREQ) is asserted when the FSC is
ready for a transfer to or from the DMA channel.
DREQ is asserted only when the DMA Acknowledge signal (DACKI) is inactive, and is released
on the leading edge ofDACKI. DREQ remains
asserted until the chip receives as many DACKs as
it needs or can handle.

Normal DMA Mode
In normal operation, DREQ will remain true
until the FIFO empties or fills, depending on the
direction of the transfer. Figure 2-1 illustrates the
case where the threshold is always exceeded. This
is typical of a DMA interface that is slower than
the SCSI device to which the system is connected.
Normal DMA mode tends to monopolize the
DMA bus, and will slow the entire system down to
the performance level of the SCSI device to which
the chip is connected. In single-threaded systems,
however, this remains the most efficient method of
transferring data as long as important events, such
as DRAM refresh, can interrupt the DMA transfer.
In Bus Configuration Mode Zero, the FIFO may
be accessed as an 8-bit device only. In Mode One,
it may be accessed as a 16-bit device only. In
Mode Two, the FIFO may be accessed as either
eight or 16 bits wide, depending on how the
external DMA controller sets the signals BHE and
AO.
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Modes 1 and 3 (and Mode 2 without byte control)
are complicated by the possibility of having a
transfer begin or end on an odd byte address in
system memory. Such transfers are called "misaligned." To accommodate this possibility, the
FSC can be programmed to handle the first and
last DMA transfer uniquely. The residual byte is
the modulo 2 remainder at the end of a 16-bit
DMA data stream. For additional information,
refer to Misaligned Transfers.

Figure 2-1. Normal DMA Mode
DREQ

J

DACK/

DBRDI

or

DBWRI

DMA Threshold
The threshold is the number of bytes in the FIFO
that trigger DREQ. For DMA read, DREQ will be
asserted when the FIFO contains at least the
threshold number of bytes. For DMA write, the
FIFO must be able to accept this number of bytes.
For 8-bit DMA operation the normal threshold is
one byte. For 16-bit operation the normal threshold is two bytes (one word). The transfer counter
is always decremented by the number of bytes
transferred, regardless of the size of the transfer
threshold.
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Threshold Eight Mode
Threshold Eight mode causes the FSC to wait
until eight bytes or more can be transferred before
it requests service from the external DMA controller. Since the DMA bus can operate at speeds five
to ten times greater than typical SCSI devices, this
mode allows SCSI operations to effectively run in
parallel with other processes.
The Threshold Eight bit in Config-3 changes the
threshold to eight bytes for both 8-bit and 16-bit
DMA operation. Refer to the description for the
Configuration 3 register in Chapter 4, Registers.
Threshold Eight mode is enabled by setting bit 0
in the Configuration 3 register and is valid in any
bus configuration. Threshold Eight mode operates
only during SCSI Data In or Data Out phase.
Note: When enabling this mode, the synchronous
data offset can only be set to seven or less.
Threshold Eight mode causes DREQ to remain
false until the FIFO can accommodate an eightbyte transfer. This improves DMA bus efficiency
by keeping the chip off this bus until it can transfer at least eight bytes. With Threshold Eight
enabled, the chip retains control of the DMA
channel as long as one transfer can be accommodated. The transfer continues in normal mode
whenever the Transfer Counter drops below eight
bytes and the threshold drops to one transfer.
The following conditions must be true for a DMA
Threshold Eight transfer to occur:
•

Threshold Eight mode is enabled

•

Transfer Counter indicates eight or more bytes

•

The FIFO can accommodate an 8-byte transfer as follows:
»

FIFO contains at least eight bytes of data
to transfer to memory, or

»

At least the top eight bytes of the FIFO are
empty to receive the eight-byte transfer
from memory.
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If the DMA Burst mode is enabled during Threshold Eight mode, the DMA burst is limited to a
maximum of four transfers. This feature forces the
chip to periodically relinquish control of the DMA
channel, allowing other devices to gain access to
the bus to perform such operations as memory
refresh.

8- or 16- bit DMA Transfers
The FSC can perform 8- or 16- bit DMA data
transfers, depending on the bus configuration
mode being used. Configuration Mode Zero
allows 8-bit transfers only, and Configuration
Mode One and Mode Three have a l6-bit DMA
bus.
In Configuration Mode Two, the FSC can perform 8-bit DMA transfers on the low byte or high
byte of the data bus, or l6-bit transfers on both
bytes together. The type ofDMA transfer required
is determined by the external DMA controller.
The external DMA controller uses the BHE (AI)
and SAO (AO) signals to indicate which type of
transfers will be allowed. The possible combinations are described below.
BHE

SAO

Bytes transferred on

o
o

0

low byte, DB7-0 and DBPO

1

None

1

0

both bytes, DB15-0, DBPl, DBPO

1

1

high byte, DB15-8 and DBPI

Byte Control Mode
In Bus Configuration Mode Two, Byte Control
Mode can be enabled by setting bit 5 of the
Configuration 2 register. Byte Control mode
allows the DMA controller to select the number of
bytes placed on the data bus on each DMA
transfer. This bus configuration uses multiplexed
address and data on the PAD bus during microprocessor accesses. In this bus configuration, pin
A3 functions as the Address Latch Enable (ALE)
for the PAD bus, and pin A2 functions as the data
bus read signal (DBRD/), which drives the DMA
read data. Pins Al and AO have no effect unless
Byte Control Mode is enabled. When Byte Control Mode is enabled, an external controller uses
BHE (AI) and SAO (AO) to indicate whether the
transfer consists of the low byte only, the high byte
only, or both bytes together. The pin configuration options are illustrated in Chapter Three,
Signal Descriptions.

In addition to the hard wiring of these pins, the
Enable Byte Control bit ( Config-2 bit 5) must be
set to enable the FSC to transfer data correctly.
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Enhanced DMA
Operation

the SCSI peripheral to which the system is connected, bus efficiency is improved by ensuring that
the FSC has data to transfer while the DMA
controller is controlling the bus.
DMA Burst mode can be enabled in any bus
configuration. DMA Burst mode affects the
de assertion of DREQ and assertion of DACKI for
DMA reads and writes.

DMA Burst Mode
Burst Mode, or Alternate DMA Mode, is a
special mode devised for the 8237 DMA controller. If the controller being used has timings similar
to the 8237, then burst mode guarantees that
exactly four words will be transferred per bus
request until the transfer count drops below eight.
Since many systems use one of the 8237 channels
for DRAM refresh and since the 8237 will not
recognize a higher priority request until it finishes
its current transfer, Burst Mode gives the best
transfer rate without sacrificing memory integrity.
DMA burst mode is enabled by setting both the
Threshold Eight and the Alternate DMA Mode
bits in the Config-3 register. Threshold Eight
causes the FSC to delay assertion ofDREQ until
it can transfer eight bytes (four words). Alternate
DMA mode causes the FSC to deassert DREQ
after the third word transfer (or the seventh byte
transfer if configured for 8-bit DMA), causing an
8237 DMA controller to relinquish the bus after
exactly four DMA transfers have occurred. In byte
control mode, DREQ will be de asserted after four
transfers even if only one byte is transferred per
DACKI.
This regular surrendering of the DMA channel
has benefits for two common DMA interface
problems. For DMA controllers that do not
recognize higher priority requests until the current
device finishes, the FSC can periodically force
DMA arbitration. This allows DRAM refresh and
other operations to occur during SCSI operations.
For DMA controllers that are much faster than
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Deassertion of DREQ
For most of the Burst Mode DMA transfer,
exactly four DMA transfers will be performed in
each burst. However, if the number of bytes
remaining to be transferred is not an exact multiple of eight, then the FSC switches out of Burst
Mode for the last one to seven bytes. The last
bytes are transferred in Normal DMA mode where
DREQ goes true and stays true as long as the
FIFO is able to transfer data; DACKI cycles true
then false for each transfer. Because DACKI must
cycle true then false for every D MA transfer in this
mode, Normal Mode is sometimes referred to as
Single Transfer Mode.
•

Single Transfer Mode: DREQ goes true and
stays true as long as the FIFO is able to
transfer data. DACKI cycles true then false for
every transfer.

•

Multiple DMA transfers per DREQ: In Bus
Configuration Modes Zero and One, DREQ is
de asserted after the trailing edge of RD/. In
Bus Configuration Mode Two, DREQ is
deasserted after the trailing edge ofDBWRI or
DBRD/. In Bus Configuration Mode Three,
D REQ is deasserted after the trailing edge of
DACKI of the next-to-Iast DMA transfer.
Also, in Bus Configuration Mode Three,
DACKI toggles for each DMA read cycle. In
other modes, DACKI remains asserted
throughout multiple transfers. DBWRI,
DBRD/, or RDI toggles for each DMA transfer.
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DMARead
When DMA Burst Mode is enabled, the method
by which DMA read data is transferred to the
system bus depends on the bus configuration
mode. The DMA read data is enabled onto the
DB bus by DACKI and either the RDI or DBRDI
input signal, as described below.
•

Bus Configuration Modes Zero and One. DMA
read data is enabled when both RDI and
DACKI are true. For multiple DMA transfers,
DACKI remains asserted throughout the
multiple transfers and RDI toggles for each
transfer.

•

Bus Configuration Mode Two. Data is enabled
when both DBRDI and DACKI are true. For
multiple DMA transfers, DACKI remains
asserted throughout the multiple transfers and
DBRDI toggles for each transfer.

•

Bus Configuration Mode Three. Data is enabled
when DACKI is true. DACKI toggles for each
DMA transfer.

DMA Write
In DMA burst mode, the functionality of DACKI
and DBWRI is unchanged for single DMA transfers per DREQ. For multiple DMA transfers per
DREQ, DACKI remains asserted throughout the
multiple transfers and DBWRI toggles for each
transfer.

Figure 2-2. DMA Burst Mode

DREQ

Misaligned Transfers
The FSC accommodates block data transfers
beginning or ending on odd byte addresses in
system memory. Such addresses are termed
"misaligned." A misaligned boundary is defined
as any starting address with AO= 1. An odd byte is
a single byte left over after a stream of 16-bit
transfers. Misaligned transfers differ depending
on the direction of the transfer and whether
misalignment occurs at the start or end of the
transfer.

Note: None of the misaligned transfer techniques
in this section are needed in Mode Two if Byte
Control Mode is enabled.

Memory in 16-bit systems is structured such that
words occupy two bytes and begin on an even
address. An even address has its least significant
bit equal to zero.

Words Aligned on Word Boundaries
Word Address 4
Word Address 2
Word Address 0

Even addresses are also known as word addresses,
or word boundaries. When a word starts on a
word boundary, the low byte of the word will be in
an even byte address, while the high byte of the
word will be in an odd byte address.

DACK/
DBRDI

or

DBWRI
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Two Bytes per Word

Synchronous, Receiving Data from the
SCSI Bus

High byte of word

Low byte of word

Byte address 3

Byte address 2

Byte address 1

Byte address 0

When the word is written to an odd address, the
low byte of the word resides in the upper half of a
system word address. Its high byte resides in the
lower half of the next system word address.

Misaligned Boundary

High byte of word
Low byte of word

Start of Transfer
Asynchronous/Synchronous, Sending
Data to the SCSI Bus
To transfer n bytes of data with the first byte on
an odd boundary, use either option 1 or option 2
as described below.
Option 1: Preload a byte into the FIFO by placing the first byte into the FIFO. Once the byte
has been preloaded, set the FSC transfer counter
to n-l, and set the DMA transfer counter to n-l.
Next, issue a DMA Transfer Info command, then
service the resulting interrupt.

Initiator Synchronous Data In

For Initiator Synchronous Data In (data flowing
into the FIFO from the SCSI bus), the Reserve
FIFO Byte option may be used for transfers that
begin on an odd address. Bit 7 of the Configuration 2 register enables this feature. Load the FIFO
Bottom register with the lower half of the destination word and issue a DMA Transfer Information
command. When the first 16-bit word is moved
via DMA from the FIFO to memory, the low byte
in memory will be overwritten with a copy of itself.
The transfer counter should reflect the number of
bytes transferred by DMA, including the extra
byte not transferred on the SCSI bus. The Reserve
FIFO byte is actually the bottom stage of the
FIFO. Writing to the FIFO Bottom register will
clear the Reserved FIFO Byte bit. The high byte
of this first word will be the first byte received over
the SCSI bus. Subsequent bytes will be aligned as
words and transferred 16 bits at a time.
Note: The Reserve FIFO Byte Enable bit must
be set before the phase changes to Synchronous
Data In. This means that the bit must be set
before issuing the Select command.
Note: Reserve FIFO Byte is the only byte that
can be loaded into the FIFO during the Initiator
Synchronous Data In phase. Any additional writes
to the FIFO could corrupt FIFO data, or interfere
with the FSC's internal count of the outstanding
REQ/ACK offset.

Option 2: Load the first byte into the FIFO, issue
a non-DMA Transfer Info command, and service
the resulting interrupt. Next, set the transfer
counter and the DMA counter each to n-l, issue a
DMA Transfer Info command, and service the
interrupt.
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Target Asynchronous/Synchronous and Initiator
Asynchronous

Use a non-DMA Receive Datarrransfer Information command for the first byte and a DMA
Receive DatarTransfer Information command to
transfer all subsequent words. Do not stack DMA
commands with non-DMA commands.
Note: In Target Synchronous mode the FSC
maintains an offset count between the number of
REQs issued and the number of DACKs received
(this is a measure of the unallocated space in the
FIFO). Once the offset reaches 15, no further
REQs are issued (even if the synchronous offset
would allow further REQs), therefore only one
byte may be preloaded.

End of Transfer

-,
I

When there is a single byte remaining to be transferred at the end of a data block, the Save Residual Byte bit controls whether DREQ will be
asserted. The Save Residual Byte feature, which is
enabled by setting bit 2 in the Config-3 register, is
operational only when the chip is receiving data,
and when the chip is configured for 16-bit DMA.
Its default state is not set, to maintain compatibility with earlier versions of the device which did not
have this bit. When the bit is not set, DREQ will
be asserted for the last byte of a data block.
In Bus Configuration Modes One and Three, this
last DMA transfer will be a 16-bit transfer with
the upper eight bits being driven to ones. Since
the FSC can tell that only one byte was transferred
rather than a word, the transfer counter is decremented by one to zero. In Bus Configuration
Mode Two, this last transfer will be either eight or
16 bits, depending on the external DMA controller. In either case, the transfer counter will decrement to zero.

byte out from the FIFO. If the processor does not
retrieve the residual byte, the byte is, in effect,
preloaded into the FIFO and combined with other
bytes during the next transfer.

Last Byte Transfer from Memory to SCSI
Bus
Option 1: Program the DMA controller to the
number of bytes plus 1, and program the FSC to
the number of bytes. The FSC will then load only
the low byte on the last transfer from DMA.
Option 2: If the transfer ends on an odd byte
boundary, program the transfer counter for the
total number of bytes minus one, transfer the last
byte to the FIFO by programmed I/O, and use a
non-DMA transfer command to flush the byte out
to the SCSI bus. Save Residual Byte has no effect
on transfers from memory to the SCSI bus.

Last Byte from SCSI to Memory
Target Synchronous /Asynchronous and Initiator
Asynchronous

Option 1: Set the Save Residual Byte bit and
program the transfer counter for the total number
of bytes to be transferred. The end of transfer
interrupt will be generated when all the bytes have
been transferred on the SCSI bus and one byte
remains in the FIFO (DREQ will be deasserted).
Remove the residual byte by I/O. If the Save
Residual Byte bit is not set, a 16-bit DMA transfer
will result and the lower half of the byte will
contain the last byte, with the upper byte driven to
all ones.
Option 2: Program the transfer counter for the
number of bytes to be transferred minus one, and
issue a DMA command. Use a non-DMA command for the last byte of the transfer.

When the Save Residual Byte bit is set, DREQ
will not be asserted if there is a single byte left to
be transferred across DMA at the end of a data
block. The microprocessor must move this last
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Initiator Synchronous Data In

Option 1: Set the Save Residual Byte bit and
program the transfer counter for the total number
of bytes to be transferred. The initiator will issue
two (one if 8-bit transfer) ACKs for each DACK
received; when the transfer counter decrements to
one, DREQ will be deasserted, one additional
ACK will be issued (not correlated to a DACK),
and the end of transfer interrupt will be generated.
The residual byte can be read by I/O. The DMA
offset counter correctly reflects the offset between
the number of ACKs generated and the number of
bytes read from the FIFO by DMA. The offset
counter is decremented when the final ACK is
issued.
Option 2: Program the transfer counter for the
number of bytes to be transferred minus one, and
issue a DMA command. Use a non-DMA command for the last byte of the transfer.

SCSI Modes
SCSI single-ended and differential modes of
operation are selected by the DIFFMI pin.

Single-Ended Mode
In single-ended mode, the SCSI input pins are
externally connected to their corresponding
output pins, forming bi-directional connections to
the SCSI bus. The IGS and TGS signals are not
used. Appendix C contains a wiring diagram
showing connections between the FSC and the
SCSI bus in single-ended mode.
Two termination methods for single-ended mode
are described in the ANSI SCSI-2 specification.
Alternative 1 reflects the SCSI-l specification,
with 220 ohms to the TERMPWR line and 330
ohms to ground. To improve noise margins, 1%
resistors should be used and TERMPWR should
be between 5.0 V and 5.25 V.
Alternative 2 reflects the SCSI-2 specification, and
is the recommended termination method. An
adjustable voltage regulator, powered by
TERMPWR, supplies 2.85 V to 110 ohm 1%
resistors. This more accurately matches the
characteristic impedance of the cable, resulting in
better signal quality. Integrated versions from
multiple vendors are also available.

Differential Mode
In differential mode, the SDI7/-01 and SDIPI pins
carry bidirectional data, and the SD07/-01 and
SDOPI pins configure the direction of the external
transceivers. Appendix C contains a wiring diagram showing connections between the FSC and
the SCSI bus in differential mode.
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During arbitration and selection, the FSC drives
the SCSI data output lines with the appropriate
ID bit set, which sets the direction of the selected
differential transceiver to out. The other transceivers are configured for input, allowing the FSC
to determine if it has won arbitration. During
information transfers, the output lines are driven
either all high or all low to configure the transceivers for output or input respectively.
The direction of the transceivers for the SCSI Bus
signals ATN and ACK is selected by the IGS
signal (in initiator mode). The direction of the
transceivers for the SCSI Bus signals REQ, MSG,
CID, and I/O is selected by the TGS signal (in
target mode). The direction of the transceivers for
the SCSI Bus signals BSY, SEL, and RST is
enabled by BSYOI, SELOI, and RSTOI respectively.
For more information regarding pullups on the
SCSI pins in the differential mode, please see
Appendix C, Figure C-2.

Differential SCSI Bus Delay
When the Features Enable bit (bit 6 in the Configuration 2 register) is set, the FSC delays the
SCSI bus input or output enable signals from
becoming active for two to three clock cycles after
the chip stops driving the SCSI data lines. With a
40 MHz clock, this provides a minimum 50 ns
tum off time for the external transceivers. This
delay prevents bus contention between the FSC
and the transceivers when the SCSI bus changes
direction.
When the SCSI bus changes direction from input
to output, this feature delays the output on the
SDIPI and SDI7/-01 lines, giving the SDOPI and
SD07/-01 lines time to reverse direction on the
differential drivers.

Data Transfer Rate

Performance numbers for the FSC are based on
single-ended connection to the SCSI bus with no
external transceivers. In a differential system,
external transceivers are required. This will slow
asynchronous transmission by the propagation
delay of the chosen transceiver, but will not slow
synchronous transmission.

Asynchronous Operation
The asynchronous transmission rate will vary with
cable length and the CLK period. The FSC can
reach sustained transfer rates of 7 MB/s on short
(one foot) cables using typical devices operating at
or near nominal voltage and temperature. The
typical transfer rate on a six meter cable is 4 MB/s
using two typical FSCs talking to each other. The
worst case asynchronous transmission rate, over
voltage, temperature, and process variations is
3 MB/s on a maximum length (six meters), singleended cable and 4 MB/s on a one foot cable.
The asynchronous transmission rate is only
slightly affected by the CLK frequency when
sending data. The FSC will drive the data bus for
a minimum of one CLK period (plus any additional time required to meet the ANSI required 55
ns setup time) before asserting REQ or ACK. The
CLK frequency does not affect the asynchronous
transfer rate when receiving data. When the
Enable Active Negation bit is set (Config-4 bit 2),
the FSC can transfer data asynchronously at up to
7 MB/s.

When the SCSI bus changes direction from
output to input, this feature delays the output on
the SDOPI and SD07/-01 lines, giving the SDIPI
and SDI7/-01 lines time to reverse direction.
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Synchronous Operation

Chip Reset

The synchronous data transmission period is equal
to the CLK input frequency multiplied by the
encoded value in the Synchronous Transfer Period
register. Sustained synchronous transfer rates of
10 MB/s are attainable across the commercial
voltage and temperature range.
The FSC can transfer synchronous SCSI data in
both initiator and target modes at transfer rates up
to 10 MB/s, using an input clock frequency of 40
MHz. The SCSI-l and Fast SCSI-2 minimum
timing requirements are listed below:
Mode

Setup

Hold

Assert/Negate

SCSI-l

55 ns

100 ns

90ns

Single-ended
Fast SCSI-2

25 ns

35ns

30 ns

Differential
Fast SCSI-2

35 ns

45 ns

30 ns

The FSC has the following three levels of reset:
Hard, Soft, and Disconnect.

Hard Reset
A hard reset is executed at power up, when using
the Reset Chip command, or when the RESET
pin is asserted by external hardware. It stops all
chip operations, resets all functions in the chip,
and returns the chip to a disconnected state. The
Reset Chip command remains at the top of the
Command Register FIFO, which locks the chip
and all registers in a reset state until a NOP
command is issued.

Soft Reset

To support maximum Fast SCSI transfer rates
and SCSI-l transfer requirements, the FASTSCSI
(bit 4) and FASTCLK (bit 3) bits have been
added to the Configuration 3 register. They
modify the SCSI state machine to provide fast and
normal synchronous timings depending upon the
clock frequency. Full description of the operations
of these bits and the required clock frequencies are
provided in the Configuration 3 register description in Chapter 4, Registers.

A soft reset is applied when the SCSI Bus reset
condition is received through the RSTII pin, or
when the Reset SCSI Bus command is issued,
which asserts the RSTOI pin. This condition
resets the following subset of the functions reset
by the hard reset:

During synchronous SCSI transfers, the assertion
and deassertion of the REQ and ACK signals are
programmable using the FASTCLK bit and other
bits in the Synchronous Offset register. The input
clock duty cycle affects the half clock assertion!
de assertion delays. For more information, see the
Synchronous Offset register description in Chapter 4, Registers.
Note: DMA must be used for Synchronous
Transfers. If the Synchronous Transfer Rate is less
than or equal to 5.0 MB/sec, the FAST SCSI bit
must be "0" to ensure adequate setup and hold
times.
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•

Resets DMA interface

•

Resets bus-initiated selectionlreselection
module

•

Resets command sequence module
Resets Sequence Step and clears Sequencer
Mode bits (Enable SelectlReselect = 0,
Target = 0, Initiator = 0)
Initializes Command register FIFO to empty
Releases all SCSI signals except RSTOI

•

Resets disconnect, initiator, and target command modules
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The Reset SCSI Bus command will cause the
RSTO/ signal to be asserted. When an external
device on the bus responds, the RSTII signal will
also be asserted. See Chapter 5, Commands, for
further description of this command.
A SCSI Bus reset may occur in any mode. The
RSTII signal is asserted by another SCSI device
on the bus, and returns the chip to a disconnected
state. The chip generates a SCSI Reset interrupt
to the microprocessor if the interrupt is not disabled by bit 6 of the Configuration 1 register. If
the SCSI bus reset is still active when the microprocessor clears the interrupt, a new interrupt is
generated. This new interrupt must be serviced.
The Reset SCSI Bus command asserts the SCSI
RSTO/ pin for approximately 25 !-lS and returns
the chip to disconnected status. No interrupt is
generated when the command is completed.
However, if the RSTII pin is externally connected
to the RSTO/ pin, a SCSI reset interrupt is generated, provided the interrupt is not disabled by Bit
6 of the Configuration 1 register.
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Disconnect Reset
The disconnect reset is caused by various circumstances that result in the chip becoming disconnected from the SCSI bus, as described below:
The Target Mode Disconnect, Disconnect
Sequence, or Terminate Sequence command
is issued to the chip.
•

The chip is in initiator mode and the SCSI bus
changes to the bus free state.

•

The Select or Reselect command terminates
with a selection time-out.

A disconnect reset resets the following subset of
the functions reset by the Soft Reset:

=0

•

Sequencer Mode bits are cleared (target
and initiator = 0).

•

Initializes Command register FIFO to empty.

•

Releases all SCSI signals except RSTO/

•

Resets disconnect, initiator, and target command modules.
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This chapter contains signal descriptions and pin diagrams for the 84-pin PLCC and 100-pin QFPI
TQFP packages. The signal descriptions are the same for the 53CF94-2 and 53CF96-2. A slash (I)
indicates an active low signal, B = bidirectional signal, I = input signal, and 0 = output signal. Figures 31, 3-2, and 3-3 are the pin diagrams for each chip. Figure 3-4 is a functional signal grouping for the
chip.

Table 3-1. Microprocessor and DMA Interface Pins
Pin No.
53CF94-2 53CF96-2

Signal

1/0

Description

63-66
68-71

90-93
96-99

PAD7-0

B

Bidirectional, active-high processor address-data bus
with internal 200 ~ pull-ups. When the mode pins
are strapped for dual-bus operation, these pins allow the
processor to access the internal registers of the chip at the
same time the DMA bus is active. In multiplexed mode,
address and data share this bus. In non-multiplexed
mode, these pins are for data only. In single bus mode
these pins are not used. Refer to Appendix B, Bus
Configurations, for connection diagrams.

3-10
77-84

8-15
19-26

DB15-0

B

Bidirectional, active-high data bus with internal 200 ~
pull-ups. When the mode pins are strapped for dual-bus
operation, these pins are the 16-bit DMA data bus. In
single bus mode, the processor accesses internal registers
on the lower eight bits, while the DMA accesses the
FIFO using all 16 bits. In Byte Control mode, BHE and
SAO allow DMA data to be transferred on the lower half,
the upper half, or the entire 16-bit DB bus.

11

27

DBPI

B

Odd parity for DB15-8

1

16

DBPO

B

Odd parity for DB7-0

59-60

84-85

A2-DBRD/,
A3-ALE

I

In non-multiplexed mode, these TTL-compatible inputs
are address bits 3 and 2. In multiplexed mode, they
become ALE and DBRD/. The address on the PAD bus
will be internally latched when ALE switches from high
to low. DBRDI is the read signal for the DB bus.

f
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Table 3-1. Microprocessor and DMA Interface Pins, Continued
Pin No.
53CF94-2 53CF96-2

57-58

82-83

Signal

I/O

AO-SAO,
AI-BHE

I

Description

In non-multiplexed mode, these pins are address inputs
1 and O. In multiplexed mode with Byte Control, these
pins are defined as BHE and SAO. Byte Control mode is
available in Bus Configuration Mode Two only (Refer to
the Host Bus Configuration section in Chapter 2, Functional Description) when bit 5 in the Config 2 register is
set. These pins are not used in multiplexed non-byte
control mode.

SAO

Bytes Transferred On

0

0

DB7-0 and DBPO

0

1

None

1

0

DB15-0 and DBPI and DBPO

1

1

DB15-8 and DBPI

BHE

3-2

74

2

DBWRI

I

Active-low, DMA write signal which strobes DB15-0
data into the FIFO when DACKI is true. In single bus
mode, DBWRI must be tied to WRI.

56

81

CSI

I

Active-low chip select. This TTL-compatible input
enables eight-bit access to internal registers during read
or write. CSI uses the address inputs to access any register, including the FIFO while DACKI accesses only the
FIFO. CSI and DACKI must never be active simultaneously insingle bus mode, but may both be true in dual
bus mode provided that CSI is not accessing the FIFO.

55

80

RDI

I

Active-low register read signal. This TTL-compatible
input allows internal registers to drive the data bus when
either CSI or DACKI is also true. Refer to Appendix B,
Bus Configurations.

54

79

WRI

I

Active-low register write signal. This TTL-compatible
input causes the FSC to write data into its internal
registers when CSI is also true.
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Table 3-1. Microprocessor and DMA Interface Pins, Continued

53CF94-2

Pin No.
53CF96-2

Signal

110

Description

52

76

INTI

o

Active-low, open-drain interrupt signal to the microprocessor. It is asserted on the rising edge of CLK. It may
be cleared by reading the interrupt register, by a host
hardware reset, or the Reset command (but not by a
SCSI reset). This output cannot be masked by the user.

72

100

DREQ

o

Tristate, active-high DMA request signal to the DMA
controller. DREQ will remain true as long as the FIFO
1) contains at least one word (or one byte if 8-bit mode)
to send to memory during DMA read, or 2) has room for
one more word (or byte if 8-bit mode) during DMA
write. If Threshold Eight mode is enabled, DREQ
remains asserted as long as the FIFO can accommodate
an 8-byte transfer.

73

1

DACK/

I

Active-low DMA acknowledge from the DMA controller.
DACK/ accesses the FIFO only, while CSI accesses any
register including the FIFO. CSI and DACK/ must
never be true simultaneously in single bus mode.

53

77

RESET

I

Active-high chip reset. Reset must be asserted for at
least two CLK periods after the voltage on the power
pins has reached minimum VDD •

61

86

CLK

I

Square wave clock input which generates internal chip
timing. The maximum frequency is 40 MHz. The
minimum frequency for asynchronous SCSI is 10 MHz.
The minimum frequency for synchronous SCSI is 12
MHz. The synchronous transmission period is equal to
the CLK period multiplied by the value in the synchronous transfer period register. The asynchronous transmission rate is indirectly affected by the CLK period.
Refer to the Data Transfer Rate section of Chapter 2,
Functional Description.
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Table 3-2. SCSI Pins
Pin No.
53CF94-2
53CF96-2

Signal

1/0

Description

23-26
28-32

42-45
48-52

SD07-0/,
SDOPI

0

48 rnA, SCSI data/parity output bus. In single-ended
mode (DIFFMI not asserted) these pins are active-low
SCSI data signals. In differential mode (DIFFMI asserted) these outputs are used to control the direction of
external differential transceivers, with high meaning
output to the SCSI bus, low meaning input from the
SCSI bus. These signals are actively de asserted when
Active Negation is enabled and the chip is active on the
SCSI bus; otherwise, these are open drain SCSI outputs.

12-20

29-37

SDI7-0/,
SDIP/

B

Schmitt trigger, active-low SCSI data/parity input bus.
In single-ended mode (DIFFMI not asserted) these
inputs are SCSI data bus inputs. In differential mode,
(DIFFMI asserted) these pins are bidirectional data and
parity signals for external transceivers.

34-35,
43

56-57
66

SELOI,
BSYOI,
RSTOI

0

48 rnA, open-drain SCSI outputs. In single-ended
mode, these signals are active low. In differential mode,
they are active high. The Reset SCSI Bus command will
cause the FSC to drive RSTOI true for 25-40 J.IS, depending on CLK frequency and clock conversion factor.
Refer to the Miscellaneous Commands section in Chapter
5, Command Set.

36

58

REQOI

0

48 rnA, SCSI output. Asserted only in target mode. This
signal is actively deasserted when Active Negation is
enabled and the chip is active as a target on the SCSI
bus; otherwise, this is an open drain SCSI output.

37

59

ACKOI

0

48 rnA, SCSI output. Driven by the FSC in initiator
mode only. This signal is actively deasserted when Active
Negation is enabled and the chip is active as an initiator
on the SCSI bus; otherwise, this is an open drain SCSI
output.

3-4
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Table 3-2. SCSI Pins
Pin No.
53CF94-2
53CF96-2

Signal

110

Description

42

65

ATNIOI

B

48 rnA, open-drain output, Schmitt trigger input. In
initiator mode it is an output, and will be automatically asserted when the FSC detects an incoming parity
error, or may be asserted by certain FSC commands. In
target mode, this signal is an input.

39-41

62-64

MSGIOI,
CIDIO,
11010

B

SCSI phase signals. They are 48 rnA outputs in target
mode, and Schmitt trigger inputs in initiator mode.

45-49

69-73

SEll!,
BSYII,

I

Schmitt trigger, active-low SCSI input signals.

REQII
ACKII

RSTII

Table 3-3. Transceiver Control Pins
Pin No.
53CF96-2

Signal

110

4

IGS

o

Active-high initiator group select. This output is high
when the FSC is in initiator mode. It is used in differential mode to enable the initiator signals (ACKOI,
and ATNIOI). When high, the FSC drives these signals.

6

TGS

o

Active-high target group select. This output is high
whenever the FSC is in target mode. It is used in differential mode to enable the target signals (REQOI,
MSGIOI, CIDIO, and 11010).
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Table 3-4. Configuration Pins
Pin No.
53CF94-2 53CF96-2

50-51

74-75

87

Description

Signal

I/O

Mode 1,
Mode 0

I

Model

Mode 0

Register
Address

0

0

A3-AO

DB

8

Single bus, 8-bit
processor, 8-bit DMA

0

1

A3-AO

DB

16

Single bus, 8-bit
processor, 16-bit
DMA

1

0

PAD 3-0

PAD

8/16

1

1

A3-AO

PAD

16

DIFFMI

These TTL-compatible input pins configure the PAD
bus, DB bus and the address/byte control bus (A3-ALE,
A2-DBRD, AI-BHE,AO-SAO) as shown below. Refer to
Appendix B for configuration diagrams.
Register
Data Width

DMA
Configuration

Dual bus, multiplexed, byte control
Dual bus, 8-bit
processor, 16-bit
DMA

Differential mode enable. When this pin is high, the
FSC operates in single-ended mode. When this pin is
grounded, the FSC operates in differential mode, with
bidirectional SCSI data on the SDII pins and active-high
transceiver enables on the SDOI pins.

Table 3-5. Power and Ground Pins
53CF94-2
PleC Pin Number

21,62
2, 22, 27,
33, 38, 44, 67
75,76

3-6

53CF96-2
OFP/TOFP Pin Number

38,88
5,7, 17, 18,40,
41,46,47,54,55,
60,61,67,68,94,95

Signal

Description

+ 5 V power input
Ground. NCR recommends a ground plane
be used.
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Figure 3-1. NCR 53CF94-2 84-Pin PLCC Pin Configuration
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SDI31
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74
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20

66
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22

64
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SDOli

24
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V DD

SD021

SD031
V

CLK
A3-ALE
A2-DBRDI
Al-BRE
AO-SAO
CSI

26

5S

SD041
SDOSI
SD061
SDO?I
SDOPI

DBWRJ
DACK/
DREQ
PAD?
PAD6
PADS
PAD4
Vss
PAD3
PAD2
PADI
PADO

28
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Figure 3-2. NCR 53CF96-2 1~O-Pin aFP Pin Configuration

DACK/
DBWRJ
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IGS
V 55

TGS
Vss
DBO
DBI
DB2
DB3
DB4
DBS
DB6
DB?
DBPO
Vss
Vss
DBS
DB9
DBIO
DBII
DBl2
DBl3
DBl4
DBIS
DBPI

NC
SDIOI
SDIl!
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Figure 3-3. NCR 53CF96-2 1DO-Pin Thin QFP Pin Configuration

100 98 96 94
DACKJ
DBWRI
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92 90 88

86 84 82
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78 76
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RSTII
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DB9
DB 10
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ACKII
REQII
BSYII
SELII
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Vss

NCR 53CF96·2
100·Pin Thin QFP
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Vss

ACKOI
REQOI
BSYOI
SELOI
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SDOPI
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Figure 3-4. Functional Signal Grouping
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Chapter Four
Registers

This chapter contains descriptions of all FSC
registers. A register summary is provided in
Appendix A, Register Summary. All register addresses are in hexadecimal. The terms set and
assert are used to refer to bits that are programmed to binary one. Similarly, the terms reset,
clear or deassert are used to refer to bits that are
programmed to binary zero. Some FSC registers
have different meanings during reads than writes.
When CSI is true, the register being accessed is
determined by either RDI or WRI together with

the address pins AO-3. The FIFO may be accessed
using either CSI or DACKI together with RDI or
WRI. Address pins AO-3 are ignored when
DACKI is active, but must be driven when CSI is
active. The FSC registers must not be read while
they are in transition, especially the FIFO, FIFO
Flags, and the Transfer Counter registers.
Reserved bits should always be set to zero and
should be masked when read. The default values
of all register bits are indicated under the register
diagram for each register.

Table 4-1. Register Set
Address (hex)
'"

Read

Write

00

Transfer Counter Low

Transfer Count Low

01

Transfer Counter Mid

Transfer Count Mid

02

FIFO

FIFO

03

Command

Command

04

Status

Destination ID

05

Interrupt

SelectiRese1ect Time-out

06

Sequence step

Synchronous Transfer Period

07

FIFO Flags

Synchronous Offset

08

Configuration 1

Configuration 1

09

Reserved

Clock Conversion Factor

OA

Reserved

Test Mode

OB

Configuration 2

Configuration 2

OC

Configuration 3

Configuration 3

OD

Configuration 4

Configuration 4

OE

Transfer Counter HighlID

Transfer Count High

OF

Reserved

FIFO Bottom

If

"

'·1
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Register OOh, Olh
Transfer Count
(Write Only)

Register OOh, Olh
Transfer Counter
(Read Only)

Default>>>

Default»>

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

These two registers, together with the Transfer
Count High register (OEh), form a 24-bit register
which stores the transfer count value for DMA
operations. They specify the number of bytes that
are to be transferred over the SCSI bus. Values
written to these two registers will be stored internally and loaded into the transfer counter by any
DMA command. These values remain unchanged
while the transfer counter decrements. Thus,
successive blocks of equal size may be transferred
without reprogramming the count. They may be
reprogrammed any time after the previous DMA
operation has started, whether it has finished or
not. When the Features Enable bit is clear (which
disables the Transfer Count High register), a zero
value in registers 00 and 01 specifies a maximum
length count of 64K. When the Features Enable
bit is set, and the Transfer Count High register is
enabled, zeros specify a maximum length count of
16 MB. These registers are not changed by any
reset. Their states are unpredictable after powerup.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

These registers combine with the Transfer
Counter High Register (OEh) to form a 24-bit
transfer counter. A read from these addresses will
return the value currently in the counter. DMA
commands use the counter to terminate a transfer.
When the counter decrements to zero, the Terminal Count bit in the Status register will be set,
indicating the current transfer is complete. Any
DMA command will load the transfer count into
the counter. A DMA NOP (80h) will load the
counter while the non-DMA NOP (OOh) will not.
During SCSI Data phases, the transfer counter
decrements on the leading edge of:

Target

Decremented by

Data In phase

DACKI*

Data Out phase

Initiator

REQOI

Decremented by

Synchronous Data In

DACKI*

Asynchronous Data In

ACKOI

Data Out

DACKI*

* - In DMA Burst mode, the transfer counter
decrements on the leading edge of RD/, DBRD/,
DBWRI, and DACKI as follows:

Target

Decremented by

Data In phase
DMA Write, Bus Modes 0,1,2
DMA Write, Bus Mode 3

4-2

DBWRI
DACKI
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Initiator

Decremented by

Synchronous Data In
DMA Read, Bus Modes 0,1
DMA Read, Bus Mode 2
DMA Read, Bus Mode 3
Data Out
DMA Write, Bus Modes 0,1,2
DMA Write, Bus Mode 3

RDI
DBRDI
DACKI

Default>>>

DBWRI
DACKI

Note that DACKI can decrement the counter even
if RDI or WRI do not go true. False DACKls can
cause the counter to get out of sync with the data
stream, leading to subtle errors that are difficult to
trace. When false DACKls are expected to interfere with a temporarily suspended DMA operation, the DREQ Hi-Z bit in Config 2 should be set
while the DMA is suspended.
The counter counts bytes. It decrements by one
when transferring a single byte, or by two when
transferring a word.
With two exceptions, non-DMA commands do
not use the counter. During bus initiated selection
and during the Target Receive Command sequence, the FSC decodes the group code field of
the CDB (Command Descriptor Block), loads the
counter with the number of bytes in the CDB,
then decrements once for every byte received.
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Register 02h
FIFO Register
(ReadIWrite)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The FIFO is a 16 by 9-bit First-In-First-Out
buffer between the SCSI bus and memory. Read
Chapter 2, Functional Description, to understand its
use during SCSI transactions.
The SCSI bus may transfer 8 or 9-bit bytes to the
FIFO, depending on the parity control bit settings
(refer to Table 2-1). The microprocessor may
transfer 8 or 9-bit bytes to the FIFO using CSI
and RDI or WRI, and the address bits. An external
DMA controller may transfer 8 or 9-bit bytes or
16 or IS-bit words (depending on chip configuration, byte control inputs and the parity control bits
- refer to Tables 2-1,3-1, and 3-4) to the FIFO
using DACKI and RDI or WRI. When accessed by
CS/, the address bits must be valid. When accessed by DACKI, the address bits are ignored.
The bottom FIFO element and the FIFO flags are
initialized to zero after hardware reset or the Chip
Reset command and at the beginning of bus
initiated selection or reselection. The contents of
the rest of the FIFO are not changed by any reset
but when the flags are zero, successive FIFO reads
will access the bottom register. This register
changes during any DMA or SCSI bus activity.
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Register 03h
Command Register
(ReadIWrite)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The Command register is a two deep, 8-bit read!
write register used to give commands to the FSC.
Up to two commands may be stacked in the
Command register. The second command may be
written before the FSC completes (or even starts)
the first. Reset Chip, Reset SCSI Bus, and Target
Stop DMA execute immediately (within four
cycles of being loaded); all others wait for the
previous command to complete. The last executed
(or executing) command will remain in the Command register and may be read by the microprocessor. Reading the Command register has no
effect on its contents. The internal sequencer
maintains a working copy of the bottom of the
command FIFO.
The conditions listed below will terminate execution of the current command. If there is a stacked
command, it will fall through to the sequencer,
replacing the current command. If there is no
stacked command, the current command register
values can still be read by the user.
1)

Hardware reset

2)

Software reset

3)

SCSI bus reset

4)

SCSI bus disconnect

5)

Bus initiated selection or res election

6)

Select command

7)

Reconnect command if ATN is set

8)

Select or Reselect time-out

4-4

Target Terminate command

10)

Parity error detected in target mode

11)

Assertion of ATN in target mode

12)

Any phase change in initiator mode

13)

Illegal command

Notes:

Default>>>

x

9)

1) Non-DMA Send commands should not be
stacked
2) Commands that transfer data in one direction
should not be stacked with commands that
transfer data in the opposite direction
3) A hardware reset stops command execution
and clears any stacked command; the current
command value can still be read if there is no
stacked command. After a hardware reset or
Reset Chip command, a NOP is required to
fill the Command register.
If two commands are placed in the command
register, two interrupts may result. If the first
interrupt is not serviced before the second finishes,
the second interrupt is stacked behind the first.
The first interrupt must be serviced before issuing
a third command. When the Interrupt register is
read by the host to service the first interrupt, the
contents of the Status register, Sequence Step
register, and Interrupt register will change to
describe the second interrupt. When using stacked
commands, the Features Enable bit (Config-2, bit
6) should be set to latch the SCSI phase bit in the
Status register at the completion of each stacked
command

Bit 7 Enable DMA
When bit 7 is set, the command is a DMA
instruction. When it is not set, the command is
a non-DMA instruction. DMA instructions
will load the internal byte counter with the
value in the transfer count register, without
changing the count register. If the transfer
terminates prematurely, the bits in the Status,
Sequence Step, and Interrupt registers will
indicate why.
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Bits 6-0 Command Code
The FSC commands are shown in Table 5-1.
Bits 6, 5 and 4 specify a mode group, as
illustrated in the table below. Commands from
the miscellaneous group may be issued at any
time. Commands from the disconnected,
target or initiator groups will only be accepted
by the FSC if it is in the same mode as the
command when it falls to the bottom of the
command FIFO. Otherwise, an illegal command interrupt will be generated. For example, after a hardware or software reset, the
FSC will be in the disconnected state. A
command from either the target group or the
initiator group will cause an Illegal Command
interrupt. An Enable SelectioniReselection
command by itself will not change modes.
However, if another SCSI device then selects
the FSC, it will be in the target state; if another device reselects the FSC, it will then be
in the initiator state. Similarly, any select
command will place the FSC in Initiator
mode, while the Reselect Sequence command
will place the FSC in Target mode.
Bits 6,5,4

Command Mode

000

Miscellaneous

001

Initiator

010

Target

100

Disconnected State

Register 04h
Status Register
(Read Only)

Default»>

a

a

a

a

o

x

x

x

The Status register contains important flags that
indicate certain events have occurred. Bits 7-3 are
latched until the interrupt register is read. The
phase bits are not normally latched. They may be
latched (for stacked commands) by setting Config2, bit 6.
Bit 7 Interrupt
This bit is set whenever the FSC drives the
INTI output true. It may be polled. It is
buffered from the actual output so that in
wired-OR (shared interrupt) designs, this bit
will indicate whether the FSC is attempting to
interrupt the microprocessor. Hardware reset,
the Reset Chip command, or a read from the
Interrupt register will release an active INTI
signal and also clear this bit.
Bit 6 Gross Error
This bit is set when one of the following occurs:
1) The top of the FIFO is overwritten
2) The top of the Command register has been
overwritten
3) Direction of DMA transfer is opposite to the
direction of the SCSI transfer
4) An unexpected phase change in initiator role
during Synchronous Data phase
These conditions do not cause an interrupt; a
gross error may be detected only while servicing another interrupt. This bit is cleared by
reading the interrupt register if the Interrupt
output is asserted. It will also be cleared by a
hardware reset or the Reset Chip command,
but not SCSI reset.
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Bit 5 Parity Error
This bit will be set if parity checking is enabled
in the Config 1 register and the FSC detects a
SCSI parity error on incoming command,
data, status or message bytes. Detected parity
errors will not cause an interrupt, they are
merely reported along with other interruptcausing events. If a parity error is detected
during an Initiator Information In phase, ATN
is automatically asserted on the SCSI bus.

This bit will be cleared by reading the Interrupt register if the interrupt output is asserted.
Hardware reset or the Reset Chip command
will clear this bit, but not SCSI reset.
Bit 4 Terminal Count
This bit is set when the transfer counter
decrements to zero. It is not set by loading a
zero into the Transfer Count register, but
resets when the Transfer Counter is loaded.
Since a DMA NOP (80h) command will load
the transfer counter, it will also clear this bit. A
non-DMA NOP (OOh) will not load the
counter and will not clear this bit. Reading the
Interrupt register will not clear this bit. Hardware reset or the Reset Chip command will
clear it, but SCSI reset will not.
Bit 3 Valid Group Code
When the FSC is selected, this bit decodes the
group code field in the first byte of the CDB
(Command Descriptor Block). If the group
code matches one defined in ANSI X3.1311986, this bit will be set. An undefined group
code (designated reserved by the ANSI committee) leaves it not set. If the SCSI-2 bit is set
in the Config-2 register, Group 2 commands
will be recognized as ten-byte commands and
this bit will be set. If the SCSI-2 bit is cleared,
Group 2 commands will be treated as reserved
commands. Groups 3 and 4 are always treated
as reserved commands. A reserved group
command will cause the FSC to request six
command bytes. The FSC recognizes Group 6
as six-byte vendor unique commands and
Group 7 as ten-byte vendor unique commands. The Valid Group Code bit will be

4-6

cleared by reading the Interrupt register if the
interrupt output is asserted. It will also be
cleared by a hardware reset or the Reset Chip
command, but not by a SCSI reset.
Bits 2-0 (Phase Bits)
These bits indicate the phase on the SCSI bus.
They may be latched or unlatched, depending
on the Features Enable bit (bit 6 in the Configuration 2 register).

When not latched, they indicate the phase at
the time the Status register was read. In
keeping with the ANSI definition of the phase
signals, these bits must be stable during any
Status register read that follows an interrupt
generated by the FSC.
The phase bits may be latched to permit
stacking FSC commands. When the latch is
enabled, the SCSI phase is latched upon
command completion. These values are
latched only if the Features Enable bit is set.
The transparent latch is reopened when the
Interrupt register is read.

2
(MSG)

Bits
1
(C/D)

0
(I/O)

SCSI Bus Phase

0

0

0

Data Out

0

0

1

Data In

0

1

0

Command

0

1

1

Status

1

0

0

Reserved

1

0

1

Reserved

1

1

0

Message Out

1

1

1

Message In
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Register 04h
Destination ID
(Write Only)

Register OSh
Interrupt Register
(Read Only)
SRST ILCMD

6

7

Default>>>

o

DIS

BS

FC

6

5

4

3

RESEL SATN
2

1

SEL
0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Default>>>

o

o

o

o

x

x

x

The least significant three bits of this register
specify the encoded destination bus ID for a
selection or reselection command. These bits are
binary encoded, with 0000 0111 representing
device ID 7 which appears as 80h on the SCSI
bus. The most significant five bits are reserved.
The destination ID is not changed by any reset;
the states of these bits are unpredictable after
power-up.

o

This 8-bit register is used in conjunction with the
Status register and Sequence Step register to
determine the cause of an interrupt. Reading this
register when the interrupt output is true will clear
all three registers. The entire Interrupt register will
be cleared (00) by a hardware reset or the Reset
command, but not SCSI reset.

Note: This register should only be read when an
interrupt is pending. The Sequence Step and
Status registers should be read prior to reading
this register.
Bit 7 SCSI Reset Detected
This bit is set if the SCSI Reset Reporting
Interrupt Disable bit (bit 6 in the Configuration 1 register) is cleared, and the chip detects
a reset on the SCSI bus.
Bit 6 Illegal Command
This bit is set when a reserved code is placed
in the Command register or when the command is from a mode group different than the
mode the FSC is currently in. Refer to the
Command Register definition. An interrupt is
generated when this bit is set.

-,

Bit S Disconnect
In initiator mode, this bit is set when the target
disconnects or a Selection or Reselection timeout occurs. When the FSC is in target mode,
this bit is set if a Terminate Sequence or
Command Complete Sequence command
causes the FSC to disconnect from the bus.
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Bit 4 Bus Service
This bit indicates that another device is requesting service. In target mode, it is set
whenever the initiator asserts ATN (Attention). In initiator mode, it is set whenever the
target is requesting an Information Transfer
phase.
Bit 3 Function Complete
This bit will be set after any target mode
command has completed. In initiator mode, it
is set after a target has been selected (before
transferring any command phase bytes), after
Command Complete finishes, or after a
Transfer Information command when the
target is requesting Message In phase.
Bit 2 Reselected
This bit is set during Reselection phase to
indicate that the FSC has been reselected as
an initiator.
Bit 1 Selected With A TN
This bit is set during Selection phase to indicate that the FSC has been selected as a target
and that Attention (ATN) was asserted on the
SCSI bus.
Bit 0 Selected
This bit is set during Selection phase to indicate that the FSC has been selected as a target
and that ATN was false during selection.

4-8

Register 05h
Time-Out
(Write Only)

Default>>>

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

This 8-bit, write-only register specifies the amount
of time the FSC will wait for a response during
selection or reselection. (The FSC has no way to
time-out if it never wins arbitration; it will keep
trying indefinitely until it wins.) The Time-Out
register is normally loaded to specify a time-out
period of 250 ms to comply with the ANSI standard. The register value (RV) may be calculated
from:

(time-out period) (elK frequency)
8192 (clock conversion factor)
For example, at 25 MHz, the register value that
gives a 250 ms time-out period is 153 decimal or
99 hexadecimal. The clock conversion factor is
defined in the description of write address 09. To
compute the register value using the above formula when the clock conversion factor is zero, use
8, the number of clocks, rather than zero. The
Time-Out register remains unchanged by any
reset.
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Register 06h
Sequence Step
(Read Only)

I
Default»>
7

X

;'t·:
X

X

Register 06h
Synchronous Transfer Period
(Write Only)

4

IS~M
Default»>

X

0

o

o

o

The lower three bits of this register are used to
indicate how far the internal sequencer was able to
proceed in executing a sequenced command. This
counter will be incremented at certain points in
sequenced commands to aid in error recovery if
the command does not complete normally.

Bits 7-4 Reserved

o

"

\.

o

o

o

Bits 4-0 of this register specify the minimum time
between leading edges of successive REQ (Request) or ACK (Acknowledge) pulses. Synchronous data will be transmitted or received at the
rate of one byte every "n" Clocks (CLK). The
variable "n" is related to the register value and the
data transfer rate as shown below.

Bit 3 Synchronous Offset Max
When this bit is clear, the synchronous offset
counter has reached its maximum value.
Bits 2-0 Sequence Step
The sequence step counter is set to zero at the
beginning of certain commands. The counter
is then incremented at specific points in the
various algorithms to aid in error recovery.
The possible states are described in Chapter 5,
Command Set.

o

o

40 MHz Clock (FASTCLK bit set)
FAST SCSI
bit value

Register
Value
(hex)

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

04
05
06
07
08
09

0
0
0
0
0

Sending Data
Clocks Xler Rate
per byte (MB/sec)

Receiving Data
Clocks Xler Rate
per byte (MB/sec)

OA
OB

4
4
5
6
8
9
10
11

10.0
10.0
8.0
6.6
5.0
4.4
4.0
3.6

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

10.0
8.0
6.6
5.7
5.0
4.4
4.0
3.6

IF
00
01
02
03

31
32
33
34
35

1.29
1.25
1.21
1.18
1.14

31
32
33
34
35

1.29
1.25
1.21
1.18
1.14

Note 1: If the Sync Transfer Rate is less than or
equal to 5MB/sec, the FAST SCSI bit must be "0"
to ensure adequate setup and hold times.
~

if
.'~

Note 2: Any combination not listed in the above
table violates ANSI standards, and should not be
used.
NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual
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25 MHz Clock (FASTCLK bit clear)
FAST SCSI
bit value

Register
Value (hex)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

05
06
07
08
09

OA
OB
OC
OD

o

19

Clocks per
byte

Transfer Rate
(MB/sec)

5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13

5.0
4.2
3.6
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.1
1.9

25

1.0

11

Note: Any combination not listed in the above
table violates ANSI standards, and should not be
used.
The upper three bits of this register are reserved
by NCR. Refer to the descriptions for the
FASTCLK and FASTSCSI bits (Config-3, bits 3
and 4) for information on Fast SCSI operation.
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Register 07h
FIFO Flags
(Read Only)
SS2

SS1

SSO

FF4

FF3

FF2

FF1

FFO

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Default»>

o

The least significant five bits of this register
indicate how many bytes are currently in the
FIFO. The value is binary encoded. The flags
should not be polled while transferring data
because they will not be stable while the SCSI
interface is changing the contents of the FIFO.
The upper three bits are duplicates of the Sequence Step register bits in normal mode. If Test
Mode is enabled, bit 5 is set to indicate that the
offset counter is not zero. Not zero means that
synchronous data may continue to be transferred.
Zero means that the synchronous offset count has
expired and the FSC will not transfer any more
data until it receives an acknowledge.
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Figure 4-1. REQ/ACK Deassertion Delay

Register 07h
Synchronous Offset
(Write Only)

CLK~

J

REQ/ACK\---T\--"\---\
\

SYNC Offset Reg Value

\

0

1

~

__

\

,

2

3 - - -

I

0- - -

(bits 5, 4)

I

I

t --~ ---~
I

I

f

(bits 7, 6)

FASTCLK Enabled

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Bits 7-6 of this register control when the REQ and
ACK signals deassert by selecting one of four
input clock edges. These bits only affect a Synchronous Data In or Synchronous Data Out
phase. The control over deassertion of these
signals is measured in input clock cycles and is
dependent on the status of the F ASTCLK bit
(Config-3 bit 3), as shown below.
FASTCLK
Status

1

Synchronous
Offset
Register, bits 7-6
00

REQfACK
Deassertion Delay
(input clock cycles)
No Delay (Default)

1

01

112 clock

1

10

1 clock

1

11

1 112 clocks

0

00

No Delay

0

01

112 clock early

0

10

1 clock

0

11

1/2 clock

Bits 5 and 4 control when REQ or ACK asserts by
selecting one of four input clock edges. Assertion
of the REQ and ACK signals is not dependent on
the F ASTCLK bit. The assertion delay is shown
below:
Synchronous Offset
Register bits 5, 4

f

REQ/ACK
Assertion Delay
(In input clock cycles)

00

o (Default)

01

112 clock

10

1 clock

11

1 112 clocks
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CLK~
REa/ACK\--T\:-\~--\
SYNC Off
set Reg Value

0

1

2

(bits 5, 4)

3

__

~

__ _
1

0

3

2

(bits 7, 6)

FASTCLK Disabled
Note: The input clock duty cycle affects the half clock assertion/deassertion delays.

The least significant four bits of this register
specify whether the FSC will transfer data phase
bytes synchronously or asynchronously. Zero
specifies asynchronous transfer. Any other value
specifies the synchronous offset, the number of
data phase bytes that may be sent synchronously
without an acknowledge (either REQ or ACK),
depending on whether the FSC is in initiator or
target mode.
When transmitting to the SCSI bus, the FSC will
stop sending bytes when it reaches this offset, and
thereafter send one byte for every acknowledge it
receives from the other SCSI device.
When receiving from the SCSI bus, the FSC will
send an acknowledge every time a byte is removed
from its FIFO on the DMA interface. The maximum offset of fifteen allows a receiving FSC to
store data in its FIFO while the external DMA
controller gains control of the memory bus. The
maximum offset is fifteen for non-burst mode
operation, and seven for burst mode.
The synchronous offset is cleared (00) by hardware reset or a software Chip Reset, but not SCSI
reset.
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Register 08h
Configuration 1 (Config-l)
(ReadIWrite)
Slow

SRD

PTest

PChk CTEST

My Bus ID

7

6

5

4

3

2

o

o

o

o

o

I

1

I

0

Default>>>

o

o

o

This 8-bit read/write register specifies various
operating conditions for the FSC. Any bit pattern
written to this register may be read back and
should be identical.
Bit 7 Slow Cable Mode
Slow cable mode is needed when cabling
conditions cause SCSI bus violations. It
compensates for excessive capacitive loading
on the SCSI data signals by inserting an extra
CLK period between data being asserted on
the bus and REQ or ACK being driven true.
This bit is cleared by hardware reset or the
Reset Chip command, but not SCSI reset.
Bit 6 SCSI Reset Reporting Interrupt
Disable
This bit disables the reporting of a SCSI
Reset. If the SCSI Reset signal goes true when
this bit is set, the FSC will disconnect from the
SCSI bus and remain idle in the disconnected
state without interrupting the host. If the bit is
not set the FSC will respond to the SCSI
Reset by first interrupting the host. This bit is
cleared by hardware reset or the Reset Chip
command, but not SCSI reset.

Bit 4 Enable Parity Checking
When this bit is set, the FSC will check parity
on incoming SCSI bytes during any information transfer phase except when receiving pad
bytes. Detected parity errors will cause the
Parity Error bit to be set in the Status register
but will not cause an interrupt. In initiator
role, bad parity will also set ATN (Attention)
on the SCSI bus. When this bit is not set,
parity will not be checked, the bit in the Status
register will not be set, and ATN will not be
asserted. Refer to Parity Checking and Generation in Chapter 2, Functional Description. This
bit is cleared by hardware reset or the Reset
Chip command, but not by a SCSI reset.
Bit 3 Chip Test Mode Enable
When this bit is set, the chip is placed in a
special test mode which enables the Test
register at address OAh. Once it has been set,
the chip must be reset (hard or soft but not
SCSI) before normal operation can begin.
This bit should not be set during normal
operation. This bit is cleared by hardware reset
or the Reset command, but not SCSI reset.
Bit 2-0 My Bus ID
This bit field is the bus ID of this device. It is
the ID to which the FSC responds during bus
initiated selection or reselection, and the ID
that the FSC uses to arbitrate for the bus. This
three-bit field is binary encoded. This bit is
cleared by hardware reset or the Reset command, but not SCSI reset.

Bit 5 Parity Test Mode
When bit 5 is set, the parity bit will equal bit 7
when unloading the FIFO to either the SCSI
bus or the microprocessor bus. This allows
parity errors to be created so that hardware
and software may be tested. This bit must not
be set during normal operation. Refer to Parity
Checking and Generation in Chapter 2, Functional Description. This bit is cleared by hardware reset or the Reset Chip command, but
not SCSI reset.
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Register 09h
Clock Conversion
(Write Only)

Register OAh
Test Register
(Write Only)

Reserved

Clock Conversion Bits

o

7

Default»>

x

x

x

x

x

o

o

Bits 2-0 Clock Conversion Factor

These bits must be set according to the CLK
(Clock) input frequency. All timings longer
than 400 ns depend on this register correctly
agreeing with the CLK frequency. The clock
conversion factor is equal to the binary encoded version of the least significant three bits.
It should be set to one of the seven values
below.
ClK Frequency
(MHz)

[

Clock Conversion Factor
Bit 2
Bit 1
Bit 0

10

0

1

0

r

10.01 to 15

0

1

1

[

15.01 to 20

1

0

0

20.01 to 25

1

0

1

25.01 to 30

1

1

0

30.01 to 35

1

1

1

35.01 to 40

0

0

0

[;

3

I H~Z Iinit I T~r I

Default>>>

Bits 7-3 Reserved

[i

;

6

(Default)

Note: A Clock Conversion factor of zero
(000) indicates eight clocks.

x

x

x

x

x

o

o

o

This register is enabled by setting the special test
mode bit in Config I at address 08h. After test
mode has been entered, a hardware reset or the
Reset command must occur before normal operation can begin. These bits must not be set during
normal chip operation.
Bits 7-3 Reserved
Bit 2 All outputs to high impedance
When this bit is set, all bidirectional and all
output pins go to high impedance and will not
significantly load a TTL or compatible device.
Bit 1 Initiator Mode
When this bit is set, the FSC is artificially
forced into initiator mode. Any initiator
command will be accepted by the FSC. For
example, a Set ATN command will cause
ATN to be driven on the SCSI bus even if the
FSC is disconnected.
Bit 0 Target Mode
When this bit is set, the FSC is artificially
forced into target mode. Any target command
will be accepted by the FSC. For example, a
DMA command will load or unload the FIFO
and set the SCSI phase, Data and REQ signals
even if arbitration and selection have not
occurred.

These bits must never be loaded with a binary
one (001). A Hardware Reset or the Reset
Chip command will set these two bits to two
(010). SCSI reset will not affect this register.

!1

u
F

f

-'
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This bit has no effect for phases other than
initiator Synchronous Data In. The FSC can
determine whether the transfer is synchronous
or not by the value in the Synchronous Transfer register.

Register OBh
Configuration 2 Register (Config-2)
(ReadIWrite)
RFB

FE

EBC

DHZ

SCSI2

BPA

RPE

OPE

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Default»>

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

After hardware reset or the Reset Chip command
the bits in this register are all cleared, which makes
the chip compatible with 53C90 software. Any bit
pattern written to this register may be read back
and should be identical.
Bit 7 Reserve FIFO byte
This bit allows 16-bit DMA reads to begin on
misaligned word boundaries for initiator
Synchronous Data In. It must be set before
the phase changes to Synchronous Data In.
Synchronous Data In requires DMA to move
data through the FIFO - the microprocessor
must not access the FIFO. When this bit is set,
a single byte is reserved in the bottom of the
FIFO when the phase changes to Synchronous
Data In. This reserved byte will become the
low byte of the first 16-bit word that the FSC
will transfer to memory using DMA, and the
first byte received across the SCSI bus will
become the high byte of the first word.
While servicing the interrupt for a phase
change to Synchronous Data In on a misaligned boundary, the microprocessor should
copy the byte from its own memory to the
address preceding the address of the first byte
of the misaligned transfer, then issue the
Transfer Information command. When the
FSC writes its first word to memory (via
DMA) it will overwrite the low byte (which is
not part of the current SCSI data block) with
the value placed in register OFh. Thus the low
byte of the first word will be overwritten with a
copy of itself, and the high byte will be the first
byte received over the SCSI bus. The remaining bytes will be aligned on word boundaries
and will be transferred 16 bits at a time.
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This bit is cleared by a hardware reset, the
Reset Chip command, or a write to register
OFh after an interrupt for synchronous data.
This bit is not affected by SCSI bus reset. The
transfer count must be over-programmed by
one (for the reserve byte) to use this feature.

I

l
l..

Bit 6 Features Enable
This bit is cleared by hardware reset or the
Reset Chip command, and is not affected by
SCSI reset. When set, this bit enables all of the
following features:

•

The SCSI phase is latched at each command completion. This permits simpler
software routines for stacked commands.
When this bit is not set, the phase bits
reported in the Status register are live
indicators of the state of the SCSI phase
lines.

•

During differential mode operation when
the SCSI phase changes from in to out,
the SCSI Data In and Parity lines are
delayed two or three CLKs before asserting. When the phase changes from out to
in, the SCSI Data Out and Parity lines are
delayed two or three CLKs before deasserting. At 40 MHz, this provides a minimum 50 ns turn-off time for the external
transceivers. This will improve SCSI Data
timings in differential mode by preventing
electrical bus contention between the chip
and the SCSI bus transceivers when the
bus changes phase.

L

The Transfer Counter High (OEh) register
is enabled, which will extend the transfer
counter from 16 to 24 bits.
If other conditions are met, setting this bit
will also allow the chip revision code to be
read (see the Transfer Counter High (OEh)
register description for more information
on this feature).
'.....~~
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Bit 5 Enable Byte Control
When the mode strapping pins are set to Bus
Configuration Mode Two (Mode I = I and
Mode 0 = 0) this bit will enable byte control
on the DMA interface. In Mode Two, the byte
control inputs BHE and AO instruct the FSC
to transfer data on the low byte or the high
byte, or both bytes of a l6-bit word. When this
bit is not set, the byte control inputs are
ignored. Hardware reset or the Reset Chip
command will leave this bit not set, while
SCSI reset will not affect it.
Bit 4 DREQ High Impedance
When this bit is set, the DREQ output (DMA
request) goes to high impedance and will not
significantly load a TTL compatible device.
This is useful when several devices share the
DMA request line (known as wired-OR).
When this bit is set, the FSC will ignore any
activity on the DACKI (DMA acknowledge)
input.
When this bit is cleared, the DREQ output
will be driven to TTL high or low voltages.
When this bit is cleared, DACKI is able to
decrement the transfer counter and load or
unload the FIFO, depending on WRI or RD/.
DACKI should not pulse true without RDI or
WRI because the transfer counter may decrement without transferring any data. Refer to
the Transfer Counter register description for
more information.

Bit 3 SCSI-2
Setting this bit allows the FSC to support two
new features adopted in SCSI-2: the 3-byte
message exchange for Tagged-Queuing and
Group 2 commands. These features can also
be set independently in the Config-3 register.
Tagged-Queuing
When this bit is set and the FSC is selected
with Attention (ATN), it will request either
one or three message bytes depending on
whether ATN remains true or goes false. If
ATN is still true after the first byte has been
received, the FSC may request two more
message bytes before switching to Command
phase. If ATN goes false, it will switch to
\
if··
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Command phase after the first message byte.
When the bit is not set it will request a single
message byte (as a target) when selected with
ATN, and abort the selection sequence (as an
initiator) if the target does not switch to
Command phase after one message byte has
been transferred. Refer to Bus Initiated Selection in Chapter 2, Functional Description.
Group 2 Commands
When the SCSI-2 bit is set, Group 2 commands are recognized as lO-byte commands.
Receiving a Group 2 command with this bit
set will set the Valid Group Code bit in the
status register. If the SCSI-2 bit is not set, the
FSC will treat Group 2 commands as reserved
commands; it will request only six bytes in
Command phase, and will not set the Valid
Group Code status bit.

Bit 2 Target Bad Parity Abort
When this bit is set, the FSC will abort a
Receive command or Receive Data Sequence
command when the FSC detects a parity
error.
Bit 1 Register Parity Enable
When this bit is set, parity from the host DBP
pins will be loaded into the FIFO when CSI
and WRI are both true. When this bit is not set
the FSC generates parity from the host data
bus, when CSI and WRI are both true, and
places it in the FIFO along with the data from
which it was generated.
When the FSC is moving data from the FIFO
to the SCSI bus, it will flag outgoing parity
errors if either this bit or the DMA Parity
Enable bit is set.

Bit 0 DMA Parity Enable
When this bit is set, parity from the host DBP
pins will be loaded into the FIFO when
DACKI and WRI are both true. When this bit
is not set, the FSC generates parity from the
host data bus when DACKI and WRI are both
true and places it in the FIFO along with the
data from which it was generated.
When the FSC is moving data from the FIFO
to the SCSI bus, it will flag outgoing parity
errors if either this bit or the Register Parity
Enable bit is set.
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Register OCh
Configuration 3 Register (Config-3)
(ReadlWrite)
IMRC

7

aTE CDB10 FSCSI FCLK

SRB

ADMA

T8

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Default>>>

o

After a hardware reset or a software Reset Chip
the bits in this register are all cleared, which makes
the chip compatible with 53C90 software. Any bit
pattern written to this register may be read back
and should be identical.
Bit 7 ID Message Reserved Check
This bit allows a second level of checking for
the validity of an ID message. The most
significant bit of an ID Message byte is always
checked, and must be one, or the chip interrupts. When this bit is set, bits 5-3 of the ID
Message are also checked and must be zero, or
the chip interrupts. This check occurs in two
cases; if the chip is Selected with ATN true, or
during Reselection. If the validation check
fails, the Selection or Reselection sequence
halts and the chip generates an interrupt.
Bit 6 Queue Tag Enable
When this bit is set, the FSC can receive 3byte messages during bus-initiated Select With
ATN. This feature is also enabled by setting
bit 3 in the Configuration 2 register. The
message bytes consist of a one-byte identify
message and a two-byte queue tag message.
The middle byte is the tagged queue message
itself and the last byte is the tag value (0 to
255). When this bit is set, the second byte is
checked to see if it is a valid queue tagging
message. If the value of the byte is not 20,21,
or 22h, the sequence halts and an interrupt is
generated. When this bit is not set, the chip
aborts the Select with ATN sequence after it
receives one Identify Message byte, if ATN is
still asserted.
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Bit 5 (CDBIO)
When this bit is set, 10-byte Group 2 commands are recognized as valid Command
Descriptor Blocks (CDB). The Target command sequence receives ten Group 2 command bytes and sets the Valid Group Code bit
(Status register, bit 3). When this bit is not set,
the Target command sequence receives only
six Group 2 command bytes and does not set
the Valid Group Code bit. The group code
defines how many bytes are in the CDB, and is
used to determine how many bytes to request
while driving Command Phase. This feature is
also enabled or disabled by setting or clearing
bit 3 in the Configuration 2 register.
Bit 4

(FASTSCSI)

Bit 3

(FASTCLK)

These bits are used to inform the device that it
is connected to a fast clock, and to select
between Fast SCSI timings and SCSI-1
timings. Fast SCSI operation requires a 40
MHz clock. A fast clock is one with a frequency greater than 25 MHz. These bits affect
the SCSI transfer rate as follows:
Bit4

Bit3

Min clocks/byte
asynch
synch

SyncTransfer
(MB/s)

X

0

2

5

5

0

1

3

8

5

1

1

3

4

10

Bit 2 Save Residual Byte
The residual byte is the modulo 2 remainder
at the end of a 16-bit DMA data stream. If
Byte Control is used (hardware configured for
Bus Configuration Mode Two and bit 5 set in
Config 2), this bit should not be set.
When this bit is set, DREQ will not be asserted for the last residual byte at the end of a
receive transfer, if such residue exists. The
microprocessor should remove the residual
byte from the FIFO. If this bit is not set and
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the transfer ends with a single byte left over,
DREQ will be asserted and a subsequent 16bit DMA transfer will contain the last byte on
the lower half of the bus.
The upper byte will be driven to all ones. This
bit should not be used in 8-bit DMA mode or
during any SCSI phase except Data In or Data
Out (it is ignored in Data Out). It is left not
set by hardware reset or the Reset Chip command, but is not affected by SCSI reset.
Bit 1 Alternate DMA Mode
This bit may be set only when the Threshold
Eight bit (bit 0) in this register is set. All
possible combinations for using bits 1 and 0 of
this register are shown in the table below:
Bit 1

Bit 0

Function

o

o

Normal DMA mode

o

1

Threshold Eight Mode

1

o

Reserved

1

1

DMA Burst Mode

Setting this bit modifies the DMA interface to
take advantage of the demand mode using an
8237A DMA controller when the Threshold
Eight bit is also set. Refer to the description
for DMA Burst Mode in Chapter 2, Functional
Description. When DMA burst mode (also
known as alternate DMA mode) is enabled, all
but the last DMA burst will be four words (or
eight bytes if 8-bit DMA) long. The last burst
may be one to four words (or one to eight
bytes), depending on the modulo 8 remainder
left in the transfer counter.
When this bit is set, DMA data is strobed into
or out of the FSC during DMA reads and
writes as described below:

-DMA Read

1) In Bus Configuration Modes Zero
and One (Refer to Host Bus Configuration in Chapter 2) during multiple
DMA transfers, DACKI remains
asserted while RDI toggles for each
DMA transfer. If the Alternate
DMA Mode bit is not set, the FSC
outputs data when DACKI is true,
RDI need not be true.
2) In Bus Configuration Mode Two
during multiple DMA transfers,
DACKI remains asserted while
DBRDI toggles for each transfer.
The FSC outputs data when both
DACKI and DBRDI are true.
3) In Bus Configuration Mode Three:
DACKI must toggle for each DMA
read. The FSC outputs data when
DACKI is true; RDI need not be
true.
If the burst consists of one transfer, DREQ
will obey the non-burst timings. If the burst
consists of two or more transfers, DREQ will
obey the burst mode timings. If the FSC is
operating as an initiator and a phase change
occurs before the first DREQ has been acknowledged, DREQ will obey the non-burst
timings. Otherwise, DREQ will obey the burst
mode timings.
If less than eight bytes remain as a burst begins
at the end of a transfer, the FSC will switch
out of burst mode for the last one to seven
bytes; these bytes are transferred in Normal
DMAmode.

CAUTION: Burst Mode and Save Residual
Byte Mode should not be used together in
Initiator mode if back-to-back transfers are
possible, unless the Back-to-Back Transfer
Enable bit (Register OD, bit 0) is set.

-DMA Write
For multiple DMA writes per DREQ,
DACKI remains asserted while DBWR/
toggles for each write. The functionality of
DACKI and DREQ are unchanged for
single DMA writes per DREQ.
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Figure 4-10. Alternate DMA Mode
DREQ

DACK!
DBRDI

or

DBWR/

Register ODh
Configuration 4 (Config-4)
(ReadIWrite)

I

7 ;

When Threshold Eight is set, the maximum
synchronous offset is limited to seven. Threshold
Eight mode becomes disabled whenever the
Transfer Counter drops below eight bytes.
The FSC will switch out of the Threshold
Eight mode for the last one to seven bytes, and
transfer these bytes in Normal DMA mode.
When the Transfer Counter indicates eight or
more bytes, DREQ will go true during DMA
reads and writes as described below:
DMA Write to FIFO
DREQ is true whenever the top eight bytes
of the FIFO are empty.
•

DMA Read from FIFO
DREQ is true whenever the bottom eight
bytes of the FIFO are full.

te~Nej

4

x

x

x

;

3

I ~N I ~ST I B~TE I

Default>>>

x
Bit 0 Threshold Eight
Setting this bit causes the FSC to delay assertion ofDREQ (DMA Request) until it can
transfer eight bytes (four words). This higher
threshold applies only to SCSI data phases.
The threshold for all other phases is one byte
for 8-bit DMA mode, or one word for 16-bit
DMA mode. This bit must be set if using
Alternate DMA mode.

6

x

o

o

o

The undefined bits in this register are set to zero
on reads and ignored on writes. This register is
reset to zero on power-up or chip reset, but not on
SCSI reset.

Bits 7-3 Reserved
Bit 2 Enable Active Negation
This bit should be set when transferring data
at fast SCSI rates. Active Negation causes the
SCSI data, parity, REQOI, and ACKOI
outputs to actively drive to both high and low
logic levels. Active Negation takes effect
under the following conditions:
• The ACKOI pin is actively deasserted when
the Active Negation bit is set and the chip is
active as an initiator on the SCSI bus.
• The REQOI pin is actively deasserted when
the Active Negation bit is set and the chip is
active as a target on the SCSI bus.
• In the differential mode - the SCSI data and
parity lines are actively de asserted when the
Active Negation bit is set.
• In the single-ended mode - the SCSI data
and parity lines are actively deasserted when
the Active Negation bit is set and the chip is
active on the SCSI bus in a phase which
requires sending data.
Chapter 1, Introduction, provides additional
information on NCR TolerANT Active
Negation.

Bit 1 Transfer Counter Test Mode
When this bit is set, the transfer counter is
split into three eight-bit segments. Each
segment of the counter is decremented simul-
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taneously whenever an event occurs that
would decrement the transfer counter as a
whole in normal mode. This bit is used for
testing purposes only and should not be set in
a system.

Bit 0 Back-to-Back Transfer Enable
When this bit is set, the FSC can accept backto-back transfers while in Initiator Synchronous Data In mode, whether odd or even
aligned, giving the ability to support scattergather operations. Odd-aligned transfers are
handled as follows (for a 512-byte block):
1. Load the transfer counter with a value of
one and issue a DMA Transfer Info
command.
2. On the interrupt from the FSC read one
byte from the FIFO using programmed 1/
o and place into memory. This is the first
byte of the odd-aligned block.
3. Load the transfer counter with a value of
511 and issue a DMA Transfer Info
command
4. On the interrupt from the FSC, read one
byte from the FIFO using programmed
I/O and place it into memory. This is the
last byte of the odd-aligned block, and the
transfer is now completed.
The recommended value of this bit is one. It
may be cleared to maintain compatibility with
earlier members of the NCR 53C90 family.
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Register OEh
Transfer Counter HighlID Register
(ReadlWrite)

Default»>

a

a

a

a

a

This register extends the Transfer Counter to 24
bits. Like the other transfer count registers, this
register is not affected by any reset condition. This
register is only enabled when the Features Enable
bit is set. Refer to the descriptions for Registers
OOh and 01h for additional information on the
Transfer Counter.

Note: This register will also provide the chip ID
code, when read in the following manner:
1) Perform a hardware reset or execute a Reset
Chip command.
2) Issue a DMA NOP command, by loading the
Command Register with the value SOh.
3) Set the Features Enable bit (bit 6 in Register
OBh).
4) Issue another DMA NOP Command, SOh.
5) Read this register. The value is A2h, indicating
the 53CF9x-2.
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Register OFh
FIFO Bottom
(Write Only)

Default»>

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

This register is used only during Initiator Synchronous Data In to align 16-bit DMA transfers to
word boundaries. When Config-2, bit 7 is set and
the phase changes to Initiator Synchronous Data
In, the FSC reserves a byte in the bottom of the
FIFO. If the microprocessor writes a byte to this
register after the interrupt (for Synchronous Data
In), the byte will become the low byte of the first
word transferred out from the FIFO to the external DMA controller. The first byte received across
the SCSI bus will become the high byte of the first
16-bit word transferred to memory.
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Most FSC instructions may be issued in two
forms: DMA and non-DMA. DMA commands
move data between memory and the SCSI bus,
while non-DMA commands move data between
the FIFO and the SCSI bus. Non-DMA commands require the microprocessor to move data
between the FIFO and memory. DMA commands
require an external DMA controller to move data
between the FIFO and memory. Writing to the
Command register with bit 7 set signifies a DMA
command. A command that is issued with bit 7
not set is a non-DMA command. DMA com-

mands will load the Transfer Counter register with
the value in the Transfer Count register, so the
transfer counter must be loaded before any DMA
command is issued. The word "sequence" in the
command name is used to indicate that the Sequence Step register will be affected by executing
the command. Check the Sequence Step register
after using these commands to verify the command completed normally or to aid in data recovery if the command did not complete normally.

Table 5-1. 53CF94/96-2 Command Set
DMA

Non-DMA

Command Register

Command

80

00

XOOOOOOO

NOP

no

01

00000001

Flush FIFO

no

02

00000010

Reset chip

no

03

00000011

Reset SCSI bus

yes**

CO

40

X1000000

Reselect sequence

yes

C1

41

X1000001

Select without ATN sequence

yes

C2

42

X1000010

Select with ATN sequence

yes

C3

43

X1000011

Select with ATN and stop sequence

yes

C4

44

X1000100

Enable selectionlrese1ection

no

45

o

1000101

Disable selectionlrese1ection

yes

C6

46

X1000110

Select with ATN3 sequence

yes

C7

47

X1000111

Rese1ect3 sequence

yes

If
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Table 5-1. 53CF94/96-2 Command Set (Continued)
DMA

Non-DMA

Command Register

Command

Interrupt*

90

10

XOOI0000

Transfer information

yes

91

11

XOOI0001

Initiator command complete sequence

yes

12

00010010

Message accepted

yes

10011000

Transfer pad

yes

lA

00011010

SetATN

no

IB

00011011

ResetATN

no

AO

20

XOI00000

Send message

yes

Al

21

XOI00001

Send status

yes

A2

22

XOI000I0

Send data

yes

A3

23

XOI000ll

Disconnect sequence

yes

A4

24

XOI00I00

Terminate sequence

yes

A5

25

XOI00I01

Target command complete sequence

yes

27

00100111

Disconnect

no

A8

28

XOI0I000

Receive message

yes

A9

29

XOI0I001

Receive command

yes

AA

2A

XOI0I0I0

Receive data

yes

AB

2B

XOI0I011

Receive command sequence

yes

04

00000100

Target abort DMA

no***

98

* A 'yes' in the Interrupt column indicates that an interrupt is generated after command completion.
** The command will cause an interrupt, if the SCSI Reset Reporting bit is not cleared in the Config-l
Register.
*** The command itself does not cause an interrupt. However, it may allow a stalled command to finish
and generate an interrupt.

Note: A dash (-) in the DMA (or non-DMA) column means that the command is not supported, and
should not be issued, as unreliable results are possible.
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Illegal Commands

N OP

Writing an illegal command to the Command
register will cause an illegal command interrupt to
be generated. An illegal command is one written
to the chip specifying an unsupported command
mode, or a command not allowed in the specified
command mode. Unsupported commands, as
defined in the 'Note' at the end of Table 5-1 may
also cause illegal command interrupts. An illegal
command interrupt must be cleared prior to
writing again to the Command register.

Stacked Commands
The Command register is a two-deep, eight-bit
read/write register used to give commands to the
FSC. IfDMA commands are to be stacked, the
transfer count must be loaded prior to loading the
respective command. Command stacking should
only be used during Data In and Data Out phase.
If stacking is used in initiator mode, it is recommended that the Features Enable bit in Config-2
be set. This will cause the SCSI phase lines to be
latched at the end of a command.

Miscellaneous Command
Group
Miscellaneous commands can be executed and are
valid in any mode.

Table 5-2. Miscellaneous Commands
DMA Non-DMA

Mnemonic

80

00

No Operation (NOP)

01

Flush FIFO

02

Reset chip

03

Reset SCSI bus

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual

No-Operation (NOP). The FSC requires this
command only after hardware reset or the Reset
Chip command to free the Command register. A
DMA NOP (80h) may be used to load the transfer
counter with the value in the Transfer Count
register. No interrupt is generated from this
command.

Flush FIFO
The Flush FIFO command initializes the FIFO to
the empty condition by resetting the FIFO flags
and setting the bottom byte ofthe FIFO to zero.

Reset Chip
This command resets all functions in the chip and
returns it to a disconnected state. The command
has the same effect as a hardware reset.

Reset SCSI Bus
This command will assert the RSTO/ (SCSI Reset
Output) signal for T2 JlS, where

T2 =130 (ClK period) (CCF)
CCF = Clock Conversion Factor. Refer to the
description of Write Register 09 in Chapter 4.
For CCF = 0, indicating 8 clocks, substitute 8
for 0 in this calculation. CLK is the clock
input to the FSC. This command does not
cause an interrupt; however, since RSTII may
be externally connected to RSTO/ (in singleended mode), an interrupt will be generated
unless it is disabled in the Config-1 register.
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Disconnected State
Command Group
If any of the disconnected state commands are
received by the FSC when it is not in the disconnected state, the command will be ignored, the
command register will be cleared, and the FSC
will generate an illegal command interrupt.

Table 5-3. Disconnected State Commands

5-4

DMA

Non-DMA

CO

40

Reselect Sequence

Cl

41

Select without ATN
sequence

C2

42

Select with ATN
sequence

C3

43

Select with ATN and
stop sequence

C4

44

Enable selection and
reselection

45

Disable selection and
reselection

C6

46

Select with ATN3
sequence

C7

47

Reselect3 Sequence

Mnemonic

Reselect Sequence
This command will cause the FSC target to
arbitrate for the bus and then enter the
Reselection phase when it wins arbitration. The
Identify message, required by SCSI protocol, must
either be placed in the FIFO by the microprocessor before issuing the command; or must be
transferred by DMA, which involves setting the
transfer count to one and setting up the external
DMA controller. In either case, the Time-Out and
Destination ID registers must have been programmed previously. The sequence will terminate
early if a Reselect time-out occurs. If it terminates
normally, a Function Complete interrupt will
occur.

Select Without
ATN Sequence
This command will cause the FSC initiator to
arbitrate for the bus, enter the Selection phase
when it wins, and send the CDB (Command
Descriptor Block). The 6, 10 or 12-byte CDB
must have either been placed in the FIFO previously by the microprocessor, or must be transferred by DMA. This involves setting the transfel
count to 6, 10 or 12 and programming the external DMA controller. In either case, the Time-au
and Destination ID registers must have been
programmed previously. This command terminates early if a reselection time-out occurs, the
target does not assert Command phase or the
target removes Command phase too early. Ifit
terminates normally, a Function Complete and
Bus Service interrupt will be generated.
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Select with ATN Sequence

Select with ATN and Stop Sequence

This command will cause the FSC initiator to
arbitrate for the bus, select a device with ATN
true, then send one Message phase byte followed
by 6, 10 or 12 Command phase bytes. The message and command bytes must have either been
placed in the FIFO by the microprocessor or must
be transferred by DMA, which involves setting the
transfer count to 7, 11 or 13 and programming the
external DMA controller. In either case, the
Time-Out and Destination ID registers must have
previously been programmed. This command
terminates early if a select time-out occurs, the
target does not assert Message Out phase followed
by Command phase, or the target removes Command phase early. If it completes normally, a
Function Complete and Bus Service interrupt will
be generated.

This command should be used in place of Select
With ATN when multiple Message phase bytes
are to be sent (for example, a synchronous negotiation message). The command will select a target
with ATN asserted, send one Message phase byte
that had previously been stored in the FIFO,
generate a Bus Service interrupt and a Function
Complete interrupt, and stop. After the interrupt,
the FIFO may be filled with other message bytes.
A Transfer Information command will then
transfer bytes with ATN true until the FIFO
empties. If a DMA Transfer Information command is used, ATN will remain true until the
transfer counter decrements to zero.

Table 5-4. Reselect Sequence
-~

\,,-

Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00100000

Arbitration complete; select timeout; disconnect.

000

00001000

Reselect sequence complete; one message byte sent to initiator.

000

00011000

Reselect sequence stopped; initiator asserted ATN during message byte
transfer.
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Table 5-5. Target Selected without ATN Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00000001

Selected, loaded bus ID into FIFO, loaded null-byte message into FIFO.

001

00000001

Stopped in Command phase due to parity error; some command descriptor block bytes may not have been received; check FIFO flags.

001

00010001

Same as above, initiator asserted ATN during Command phase

010

00000001

Selected, received entire command descriptor block; check Valid Group
Code bit.

010

00010001

Same as above, initiator asserted ATN during Command phase.

Interpretation

Table 5-6. Target Selected with ATN Sequence (SCSI-2 Bit Not Set)
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00000010

Selected with ATN, stored bus ID and one message byte; stopped due
either to parity error or invalid ID message.

000

00010010

Selected with ATN, stored bus ID and one message byte; stopped
because ATN remained true after first message byte.

001

00000010

Stopped in Command phase due to parity error; some CDB bytes not
received; check Valid Group Code bit and FIFO flags.

001

00010010

Stopped in Command phase; parity error and ATN true.

010

00000010

Selection complete; received one message byte and the entire com
mand descriptor block.

010

00010010

Same as above, initiator asserted ATN during Command phase.
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Table 5-7. Target Selected with ATN Sequence (SCSI-2 Bit Set)
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00000010

Selected with ATN, stored bus ID and one message byte; stopped
due to either parity error or invalid ID message.

001

00000010

Initiator released ATN after one message byte received. Stopped in
Command phase due to parity error; some CDB bytes not received;
check Valid Group Code bit and FIFO flags.

001

00010010

Initiator released ATN after one message byte received. Stopped in
Command phase; parity error and ATN true.

010

00000010

Initiator released ATN after one message byte received. Selection
complete; received one message byte and the entire command descriptor block.

010

00010010

Same as above, initiator asserted ATN during Command phase.

100

00000010

Parity error during second or third message byte.

100

00010010

ATN remained true after third message byte.

101

00000010

Received 3 message bytes then stopped in Command phase due to
parity error; some CDB bytes not received; check Valid Group Code
bit and FIFO flags.

101

00010010

Stopped in Command phase; parity error and ATN true.

110

00000010

Selection complete; received three message bytes and the entire
command descriptor block.

Interpretation

Table 5-8. Initiator Select without ATN Sequence

I',

Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00100000

Arbitration complete; selection time-out; disconnected.

010

00011000

Arbitration and selection complete; stopped because target did not
assert Command phase.

o1 1

00011000

Stopped during command transfer because target prematurely
changed phase.

100

00011000

Select sequence complete.

Interpretation

~~~
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Table 5-9. Initiator Select with ATN Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00100000

Arbitration complete; selection time-out; disconnected.

000

00011000

Arbitration and selection complete; stopped because target did not
assert Message Out phase; ATN still asserted by FSC.

010

00011000

Arbitration, selection, and Message out complete; sent one message
byte with ATN true, then released ATN; stopped because target did
not assert Command phase after message byte was sent.

011

00011000

Stopped during command transfer due to premature phase change;
Some CDB bytes may not have been sent; check FIFO flags.

100

00011000

Selection With ATN Sequence complete. One message byte and all
command bytes have been sent.

Interpretation

Table 5-10. Initiator Select with ATN and Stop Sequence
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Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00100000

Arbitration complete; selection time-out; disconnected.

000

00011000

Arbitration and selection complete; stopped because target did not
assert Message Out phase; ATN still asserted by FSC.

001

00011000

Message out complete; sent one message byte; ATN on.

Interpretation
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Enable Se1ectioniReselection

Select with ATN3 Sequence

After receiving this command, the FSC will
respond to bus initiated selection or reselection. A
command that causes the FSC to select or reselect
will cancel this command. This command must be
re-issued within 250 ms after the FSC disconnects
to preserve ANSI recommended timings. If DMA
is enabled, incoming information will be placed in
memory. IfDMA is not enabled, incoming information will remain in the FIFO.

This command is similar to the Select With ATN
command, but sends three message bytes instead
of one. It will cause the FSC initiator to arbitrate
for the bus, select a device with ATN true, send
three Message phase bytes, deassert ATN, then
send 6, 10 or 12 command phase bytes. The
message and command bytes must have either
been placed in the FIFO by the microprocessor or
must be transferred by DMA. This involves
setting the transfer count to 9, 13 or 15 and
programming the external DMA controller. In
either case, the Time-Out and Destination ID
registers must have previously been programmed.
This command terminates early if a selection timeout occurs, the target does not assert Message Out
phase followed by Command phase, or the target
removes Command phase early. If it completes
normally, a Function Complete and Bus Service
interrupt will be generated.

Disable SelectionlRese1ection
This command disables an earlier Enable SelectioniReselection command. If bus initiated selection or reselection has not begun when this command is received by the FSC, it will generate a
Function Complete interrupt. If bus initiated
selection or reselection has begun, this command
(and all other commands) will be ignored. Refer to
Bus Initiated Selection and Bus Initiated Reselection
in Chapter 2, Functional Description.
Once this command is loaded into the Command
register, any bus-initiated selection or reselection
that is already requested begins immediately.
Since there is no delay in execution of the selection or reselection, the Function Complete Interrupt bit will not be set inadvertently if the selection or reselection sequence continues after this
command has been loaded.
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Reselect3 Sequence
This command reselects an initiator and sends
three message bytes: a one-byte Identify Message
and a two-byte Queue Tag message. IfDMA is
not enabled, the three message bytes must be
loaded into the FIFO before this command is
issued.
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Table 5-11. Initiator Select with ATN3 Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

o0 0

0 0 10 0 0 0 0

Arbitration complete; selection time-out; disconnected.

o0 0

000 11000

Arbitration and selection complete; stopped because target did not
assert Message Out phase; ATN still asserted by FSC.

o1 0

000 1 1 000

Sent 1,2 or 3 message bytes; stopped because target prematurely
changed from Message Out phase or did not assert Command phase
after third message byte; ATN released only if third message byte
was sent.

o1 1

0 0 0 1 10 0 0

Stopped during command transfer due to premature phase change;
some CDB bytes may not have been sent; check FIFO flags.

100

000 11000

Selection With ATN3 Sequence complete. Three message bytes and all
command bytes were sent.

Interpretation

Table 5-12. Reselect3 Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00100000

Arbitration complete; select timeout; disconnect.

000

00001000

Reselect3 sequence complete; three message bytes sent to initiator.

000

00010000

Reselect3 sequence stopped; initiator asserted ATN during message
transfer. Message bytes not sent after ATN detected.
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Initiator Command Group
If the FSC is not in initiator state when it receives
one of these commands, the command will be
ignored, an Illegal Command interrupt will be
generated and the Command register will be
cleared. Refer to the description of the Command
Register in Chapter 4, Registers.
If BSY goes false while the FSC is connected as an
initiator, it will generate a disconnected interrupt.
The interrupt output will occur 1.5 to 3.5 CLK
cycles after BSY goes false.
When the FSC receives the last byte of a Message
In phase, it will leave ACK asserted on the bus to
prevent the target from sending any more bytes
until the initiator decides to accept or reject the
message. If the initiator accepts the command, it
will issue a Message Accepted command. If the
initiator does not accept the message, a Set ATN
command should be issued before the Message
Accepted command, causing the target to change
to Message Out phase. For non-DMA commands,
an empty FIFO means that the last byte has been
sent. For DMA commands, the transfer counter
signals the last byte.
If parity checking is enabled and the FSC detects
a parity error while in Initiator mode, it will
automatically assert ATN prior to deasserting
ACK for the byte which has the error. The one
exception is after a phase change to Synchronous
Data In, and is described as follows.

long as the target sends them, but not more than
the specified offset. To continue receiving Data In
bytes, the microprocessor would normally issue
the Transfer Information command to re-enable
the DMA interface. If parity checking is enabled
and a parity error occurred on a previous input
phase (Message In or Status), then the parity error
flag will be set in the Status register and ATN will
be set on the SCSI bus. If a parity error occurred
during the Data In phase, the parity bit will not be
set nor will ATN be asserted until after the FSC
receives the subsequent Transfer Information
command.

Table 5-11. Initiator Commands
DMA Non-DMA

Mnemonic

90

10

Transfer Information

91

11

Initiator Command
Complete Sequence

12

Message Accepted
Transfer Pad

98
1A

Set ATN (Attention)

1B

ResetATN

If the Synchronous Offset register is non-zero
(synchronous) and the phase changes to Data In,
the DMA interface is immediately disabled and
the reporting of a parity error during Data In
phase is delayed. The phase change to Data In
will: latch the FIFO flags to indicate how many
bytes were in the FIFO (these bytes will be lost);
clear the FIFO; load the FIFO with the first Data
In byte; generate an interrupt; and continue to
load the FIFO with incoming Data In bytes as
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Transfer Information
This command can be used to send or receive any
Information phase bytes, but is most often used
for data transfer. Note: For synchronous transfer,
DMA must be used. The FSC will continue to
transfer information until one of the following
terminating events occurs:
•

•

Transfer is complete. Successful completion
will generate a Bus Service interrupt. For a
DMA Transfer Information, the transfer is
complete when the transfer counter decrements to zero, the FIFO is empty and the
target asserts REQ for the next byte. For
non-DMA Transfer Information in which the
FSC is sending bytes to the SCSI bus, the
transfer is complete when the FIFO empties
and the target asserts REQ for the next byte.
For non-DMA Transfer Information in which
the FSC is receiving bytes from the SCSI bus,
transfer is complete after one byte is received
and the target asserts REQ for the next byte.
Thus non-DMA Transfer Information commands will generate an interrupt for every byte
received.
If the phase is Message Out, the FSC removes
ATN prior to asserting ACK for the last byte
of the message. For non-DMA, the FIFO flags
indicate the last byte. For DMA, the transfer
counter indicates the last byte.

•

Target changes phase. The FSC clears the
Command register and generates a Bus Service interrupt after the target asserts REQ for
the next byte.

•

Target releases BSY (Busy). The FSC generates a Disconnected interrupt.

•

The FSC receives the last byte of a Message In
phase. (For non-DMA every byte is assumed
to be the last byte. For DMA, the transfer
counter signals the last byte). The FSC leaves
ACK asserted and generates a Function
Complete interrupt.
All Message In and Status phase transfers are
handled one byte at a time. If DMA is enabled, the next byte will not be received until
the current byte has been written to buffer
memory and the FIFO is empty. If DMA is
not enabled, each byte will create an interrupt.

Initiator Command Complete Sequence
This command will cause the FSC to receive a
status byte followed by a message byte. It terminates early if the target does not assert Message In
phase, or if the target disconnects. After receiving
the message byte, the FSC leaves ACK asserted
on the bus to allow the initiator to assert ATN if
the message is unacceptable.

Message Accepted
This command deasserts the ACK signal on the
SCSI bus. Any of the commands that receive bytes
during message phase will leave ACK asserted
after receiving the last message byte. To accept the
message, issue this command. To reject the
message, set ATN then issue this command.

Transfer Pad
Transfer Pad is usually an error recovery technique. It is useful when a target requests more
bytes than an initiator has to send, or when an
initiator must receive and discard a number of
bytes from a target.

5-12
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When transmitting to the SCSI bus, Transfer Pad
will fill the FIFO with null bytes and send them to
the SCSI bus. When receiving from the SCSI bus,
Transfer Pad will receive bytes, place them on the
top of the FIFO and discard them from the
bottom of the FIFO.
When sending pad bytes to the SCSI bus, DMA
must be enabled. No DMA requests are actually
made, but the FSC uses the transfer counter to
end the transfer.
The command terminates under the same conditions as the Transfer Information command,
except that the FSC does not leave ACK asserted
on the last byte of a Message In phase. If the
command terminates before the transfer counter
reaches zero (due to phase change or disconnect)
the FIFO may contain pad bytes.

ResetATN
This command causes ATN to be released. It does
not cause an interrupt.
This command should not normally be used when
connected to a SCSI-2 device. The FSC obeys
SCSI-2 protocol by releasing ATN on the last byte
of a Message Out phase. The Reset ATN command is provided for devices which do not respond properly to the ATN condition.

SetATN
This command asserts attention on the SCSI bus.
No interrupt is generated from this command.
ATN stays asserted until the last byte of a message
out phase. This command will not preempt a
command in progress; attention will be asserted
after the current command is completed.
DMA commands use the transfer counter to
indicate the last byte. For non-DMA commands,
the last byte means that the FIFO is empty. For
DMA transfers, the last byte means that the
transfer counter is zero. ATN will also be released
if the target disconnects prematurely.

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual
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Target Command Group
If the FSC receives any of these commands when
it is not in target state, it will ignore the command,
clear the Command register, and generate an
Illegal Command interrupt. Refer to the Command
Register description in Chapter 4.

Send Message
This command will cause the FSC to assert
Message In phase and send bytes until the FIFO is
empty or the transfer counter is zero (if DMA).

Normal completion of these commands will cause
a Function Complete interrupt. If ATN is asserted, the Bus Service bit will be set in the Status
register and an interrupt will be generated. If the
FSC was idle when ATN was asserted, a Bus
Service interrupt will be generated, the Function
Complete bit will be zero, and the Command
register will be cleared.

This command will cause the FSC to assert Status
phase and send bytes until the FIFO is empty or
the transfer counter is zero (if DMA).

Table 5-12. Target Commands

Send Data

DMA

Non-DMA

Mnemonic

AO

20

Send Message

Al

21

Send Status

A2

22

Send Data

A3

23

Disconnect Sequence

A4

24

Terminate Sequence

A5

25

Target Command
Complete Sequence

27

Disconnect

A8

28

Receive Message

A9

29

Receive Command

AA

2A

Receive Data

AB

2B

Receive Command
Sequence

04

Target Abort DMA

Send Status

This command will cause the FSC to assert Data
In phase and send bytes until the FIFO is empty
or the transfer counter is zero (ifDMA).

Disconnect Sequence
This command will cause the FSC to assert
Message In phase, send two bytes, then disconnect from the SCSI bus. Normally, the first byte
will be a Save Data Pointers message and the
second will be a Disconnect message. These bytes
must be loaded into the FIFO by the microprocessor, or may be loaded by DMA. If ATN is asserted by the initiator, the Bus Service and Function Complete bits will be set and an interrupt will
be generated, but the FSC will not disconnect.

'.
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Table 5-13. Target Disconnect Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00011000

Sent one message byte; stopped because initiator set ATN.

001

00011000

Sent two message bytes; stopped because initiator set ATN.

010

00101000

Disconnect Sequence complete; disconnected, bus is free.

Interpretation

Terminate Sequence

Disconnect

This command will cause the FSC to first assert
Status phase, send one byte; then assert Message
In phase, send one more byte, and disconnect.
These bytes must be loaded into the FIFO by the
microprocessor, or may be loaded by DMA. If
ATN is asserted by the initiator, the Bus Service
and Function Complete bits will be set and an
interrupt will be generated, but the FSC will not
disconnect. If ATN is not asserted by the initiator,
a disconnect interrupt is generated.

This command causes the FSC to release all SCSI
bus signals except RSTO (once triggered, RSTO
is driven true for 25 J..IS or so, depending on CLK
frequency and clock conversion factor). The FSC
returns to the Disconnected state without generating an interrupt.

Target Command Complete Sequence
This command is similar to Terminate Sequence,
but is used for linked commands. It will cause the
FSC to first assert Status phase, send one byte,
then assert Message In phase and send one more
byte. The message byte will normally be a Command Complete message. If ATN is asserted by
the initiator, the Bus Service and Function Complete bits will be set and an interrupt will be
generated, but the FSC will not disconnect. If
ATN is not asserted by the initiator, a function
complete interrupt is generated.

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual

Receive Message
This command will cause the FSC to assert
Message Out phase and receive one byte, then
generate a function complete interrupt.

Receive Command
This command will cause the FSC to assert
Command phase and receive bytes from the
initiator. For non-DMA Receive command, only
one byte per interrupt may be received. DMA
Receive Command will interrupt after the transfer
counter decrements to zero. This command
terminates by generating a function complete
interrupt.
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Table 5-14. Target Terminate Sequence
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00011000

Sent one status byte; stopped because initiator set ATN.

001

00011000

Sent status and message bytes; stopped because initiator set ATN.

010

00101000

Terminate Sequence complete; disconnected, bus is free.

Interpretation

Table 5-15. Target Command Complete Sequence
•
Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

000

00011000

Sent one status byte; stopped because initiator set ATN.

001

00011000

Sent status and message bytes; stopped because initiator set ATN.

010

00001000

Command Complete Sequence complete.

5-16
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Receive Data

Receive Command Sequence

This command will cause the FSC to assert Data
Out phase and receive bytes from the initiator. For
non-DMA Receive Data, only one byte per interrupt may be received. DMA Receive Data will
interrupt after the transfer counter decrements to
zero. This command terminates by generating a
function complete interrupt.

This command will cause the FSC to assert
Command phase and receive a number of bytes,
which will vary according to the group code field
of the first byte. If the SCSI-2 bit is set in the
Config-2 register, Group 2 commands will be
recognized as lO-byte commands. If the SCSI-2
bit is cleared, Group 2 commands will be recognized as reserved commands. Groups 3 and 4 are
always reserved. The FSC will request six bytes
for reserved commands, six bytes for Group 6
vendor unique commands, and 10 bytes for
Group 7 vendor unique commands.

Table 5-16. Target Receive Command Sequence

:-"1

Sequence
Step

Interrupt
Register

210

76543210

001

00001000

Stopped during command transfer due to parity error; check FIFO
flags.

001

00011000

Stopped during command transfer due to parity error; ATN asserted by
initiator.

010

00001000

Received entire command descriptor block.

010

00011000

Received entire CDB, initiator asserted ATN.

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual
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Target Abort DMA
The Target Abort DMA command allows the
microprocessor to stop a target data transfer
command whose progress has been halted due to
inactivity on the DMA channel. One potential
application is a system containing a microprocessor and an intelligent buffer controller that
handles buffer management. The microprocessor
sets up the buffer controller and over-programs
the transfer counter prior to issuing a SCSI transfer command to the chip. When the buffer controller runs out of buffers, it interrupts the microprocessor. The microprocessor stops the chip and
commands it to disconnect from the SCSI bus.
Note: The Target Abort DMA command should
be used with extreme caution. Before using this
command, verify that the removal of DREQ by
this command does not confuse the system's
DMA controller.
The abort DMA command executes from the top
of the command FIFO. If there is a stacked
command waiting to execute, it is overwritten and
the Gross Error bit (Status Register 6) is set. The
abort DMA command clears itself from the
command stack after being decoded.

When these conditions are true, the chip halts
with DREQ asserted. If the chip is in Synchronous
Transfer mode when halted, some ACK responses
from the SCSI bus may not have been received
and remain outstanding. Upon receiving the Abort
DMA command, the chip resets the DMA interface, including the DREQ output pin, and terminates the command in progress. The chip completes any ongoing SCSI process.
• Send Asynchronous Data transfers complete
immediately.
• Send Synchronous Data transfers complete
when the offset counter is zero.
• Receive Asynchronous Data transfers complete
immediately. Data left in the FIFO should be
removed by the microprocessor.
• Receive Synchronous Data operations complete
when all outstanding SCSI ACKs have been
received.
No extra bits are set in the Interrupt or Status
registers. The microprocessor receives the interrupt from the command that was in progress, and
the command FIFO is cleared.

The abort DMA command can only be used when
all of the following conditions are true:
1) Either the Target Send Data or Target Receive
Data command is operating
2) The DMA controller has halted
3) The chip is in a steady state:
• Send Data - the DMA FIFO is empty
• Receive Asynchronous Data - The FIFO is full
(FIFO Flags Register = 10h), or the Transfer
Counter is zero (Status Register bit 4 = 1)
• Receive Synchronous Data - The Transfer
Counter is zero, or the Offset Counter is at
maximum value (Sequence Step Register
bit 3 = 0)
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DC Electrical Characteristics
Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings
Parameter

Symbol

Pins

Test Conditions

Min

Max

Unit

Storage temperature

T STG

-55

150

DC

Supply voltage

VDD

-0.5

7.0

V

Input voltage

VIN

Vss- 0.5

VDD + 0.5

V

Latch-up current

ILU

Electrostatic discharge

ESD**

all

-2V < VPIN < + 8V

± 100

rnA

Human body model
100 pF at 1.5K ohms

1500

V

* Conditions that exceed the absolute maximum stress limits may destroy the device. Conditions that exceed the operating
limits may cause the device to junction incorrectly.
**Tested according to MIL-STD-883C, Method 3015. 7

Operating Conditions
Parameter

1

Symbol

Pins

Test Conditions

Supply voltage

VDD

Supply current

IDD

Static*

Supply current

IDD

Dynamic

Ambient temperature

TA

Thermal resistance,
junction/ambient
84-pinPLCC
100-pin QFP

UJA

Min

Max

Unit

4.75

5.25

V

1

rnA

50

rnA

o

70

32
65

DCIW
DCIW

(f
,

<~

* Static means: all inputs are deasserted, all outputs floating, and all bidirectional pins configured as inputs.
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Inputs
Parameter

Symbol

Input high voltage

VIH

Input low voltage

V1L

Input leakage current

lIN

Hysteresis

VH

SCSI

Input leakage current

~R
C IN

RSTII

Capacitance

Test Conditions

Pines)

Min

Max

Unit

2.0

VDD + 0.5

V

Vss -0.5

0.8

V

-10

10

JlA

200

400

mV

-400

-50

JlA

10

pF

0< VIN < VDD
0< VIN < VDD

Outputs
Parameter

Symbol

Pins

Test Conditions

Min

Max

Unit

Output high voltage

VOH

DREQ,IGS,
TGS

I OH =-2rnA

2.4

VDD

V

Output low voltage

VOL

DREQ,IGS,
TGS, INTI

IOL= 4 rnA

Vss

0.4

V

Output low voltage

VOL

RSTOI, SELO,
ACKOI, REQOI,
SDOP/, BSYOI,
SD07-0

IOL= 48 rnA

Vss

0.5

V

Hi Z state leakage

loz

0< VOUT< VDD

-10

10

JlA

Fall Time

TF

SCSI termination

5.2

14.7

ns

Capacitance

COUT

10

pF

6-2
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Bidirectional Pins
Parameter

Symbol

Input high voltage

Test Conditions

Unit

Min

Max

VIH

2.0

VDD + 0.5

V

Input low voltage

VlL

Vss-0.5

0.8

V

Output high voltage

VOH

SCSI inputs

I OH =-2 rnA

2.4

VDD

V

Output low voltage

VOL

SCSI inputs

I oL = 4 rnA

Vss

0.4

V

Output low voltage

VOL

PAD bus

I oL= 2 rnA

Vss

0.4

V

Output low voltage

VOL

DMAinputs

I oL= 4 rnA

Vss

0.4

V

SD07-0, SDOP,
REQOI, ACKO/

I OL= 48 rnA

Vss

0.5

V

200

400

mV

Output low voltage* VOL

Pins

Hysteresis

VH

SCSI

Input leakage

II

SCSI

Input current, low

IlL

Input current, high

0< VIN < VDD

-10

10

DB15-0, DBP1-0,
PAD7-0

VIN =0

-400

-100

I1A
I1A

IIH

DB15-0, DBP1-0,
PAD7-0

VIN= VDD

0

10

I1A

Hi Z pull-up current Ipu

DB15-0, DBP1-0,
PAD7-0

VIN = 0

-100

I1A

10

pF

Capacitance

NCR 53CF94/96-2 Data Manual
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NCR TolerANT® Active Negation
Technology Electrical Characteristics

Symbol

VI
OH
VOL

Parameter

Test Conditions

Min

Typ

Max

Units

Output high voltage

IOH = 2.5 rnA

2.5

3.1

3.5

V

Output low voltage

I OL

= 48 rnA

0.1

0.2

0.5

V

2.0

7.0

V

0.8

V

VfH

Input high voltage

VIL

Input low voltage

Referenced to VSS

-0.5

VIR

Input clamp voltage

VDD = min·'
II =-20 rnA

-0.66

-0.74 -0.77 V

VTH

Threshold, high to low

1.1

1.2

1.3

V

V

Threshold, low to high

1.5

1.6

1.7

V

Hysteresis

200

300

400

mV

2.5

15

24

rnA

100

150

200

rnA

625

rnA

95

rnA

0.05

10

!1A

-0.05

-10

!1A

rL

VTH -VTL

=2.5 Volts
VOL =0.5 Volts

I OH I

Output high current

I OL

Output low current

I OSH I

Short-circuit output
high current
supply2

Output driving low,
pin shorted to VDD

Short-circuit output
low current
supply

Output driving high,
pin shorted to Vss

Input high leakage
VPIN = 2.7V

-0.5 < VDD < 5.25

Input low leakage
VpIN =0.5V

-0.5 < VDD < 5.25

I OSL

I LH
ILL

VOH

RI

Input resistance

SCSI pins

Cp

Capacitance per pin

PQFP

t RI

Rise time, 10% to 90 %

Figure 6-1

tF

Fall time, 90% to 10%

dVHIdt
dVLIdt

M.Q

20

3

8

10

pF

9.7

15.0

18.5

ns

Figure 6-1

5.2

8.1

14.7

ns

Slew rate, low to high

Figure 6-1

0.15

0.23

0.49

V/ns

Slew rate, high to low

Figure 6-1

0.19

0.37

0.67

V/ns
',,-
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Symbol

Parameter

Test Conditions

Latch-up

Min

Typ

Max

100

Units

rnA

Filter Delay

Figure 6-2

20

25

30

ns

Extended Filter Delay

Figure 6-2

40

50

60

ns

Note: These values are guaranteed by periodic characterization; they are not 100% tested on every device.

1

Active Negation outputs only (when TolerANT is enabled): Data, Parity, REQ, ACK

2

Single pin only; irreversible damage may occur if sustained.

3

SCSI RESET pin has 10Ka pull-up resistor.
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Figure 6-1. Rise and Fall Time Test Conditions

47Q

2.5V

Figure 6-2. SCSI Input Filtering

REO! or ACKJ Input

Figure 6-3. Hysteresis of SCSI Receiver

1,1

1.3

Ci3

>
Q)

....J
(.)

'5
0

....J
'C

Q)

>

'(j)
(.)
Q)

a:

a

I

1.5

I

1.7

Input Voltage (Volts)
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Figure 6-4. Input Current as a Function of Input Voltage
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Figure 6-5. Output Current as a Function of Output Voltage
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AC Electrical Characteristics

The AC characteristics described in this section apply over the operating voltage and temperature range,
4.75 V~ VDD~ 5.25 V and O°C ~TA~ 70°C. Output timing is based on simulation under worst case
conditions (4.75 V, 70°C) and worst case processing using the following termination. All timings in this
specification are taken from the 10% and 90% points with respect to the specified VOL and VOH of the
waveforms.
Pin

Termination

DREQ, TGS, IGS, SDIP/, SDI7/-01, PAD7-0

50pF

INTI

50 pF,2.2KQ pullup

DB15-0, DBPO, DBP1

80 pF

SDOP/, SD07/-0/, RSTOI, SELOI, BSYOI,
ATNIOI, MSGIOI, CIDIO, 11010,
REQOI, ACKOI

200 pF, lIOn pullup, 165n pulldown
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Figure 6-6. Clock Input

r---

"

/

"

GlK

tel

t CH -

/

..

t CP
t cs

Parameter ( FASTCLK bit cleared)

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

Clock frequency, asynchronous SCSI

tCPA

10

25

MHz

2

Clock frequency, synchronous SCSI

tcps

12

25

MHz

2

Clock high time

tCH

14.58

ns

1

Clock low time

tCL

14.58

ns

1

Clock period

tcp

40

100

ns

Synchronization latency = tep + teL

tcs

tcp

tCL + tep

ns

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

Clock frequency, asynchronous SCSI

tCPA

25

40

MHz

2

Clock frequency, synchronous SCSI

tcps

25

40

MHz

2

Clock high time

tCH
tCL

* t cp
0.6 * t cp

ns

Clock low time

* t cp
0.4 * t cp

Clock period

tcp

25

40

ns

Clock slew rate

tSR

1

tcs

tcp

Parameter ( FASTCLK bit set)

Synchronization latency

=2 * tep

0.4

0.6

ns

V/ns
2 * tcp

1) For synchronous SCSI data transmission, CLK must also meet the following:
2tcp+ tc~ 97.92 ns

ns
2tcp+

tCL~

97.92 ns

and

2) Minimum frequencies to meet ANSI timing specifications.
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Figure 6-7. Reset Input

RESET

Parameter

RESET pulse width

Symbol

Min

iRsT

500

Max

Units

Notes

ns

Figure 6-8. Interrupt Output

t RIH
INTI

",--

'\

ROI

'\~

I--t IR

Parameter

,/

t RD

t RIL

Symbol

Min

INTI low to Interrupt register read

~R

RDI pulse width

Max

Units

Notes

0

ns

2

tRD

30

ns

1

RDI low to INTI high

tRIH

0

RDI high to INTI low

~

tcs

100

ns
ns

1) Refer to the register read specifications for the timing requirements of CSI, RDI, and address for reading the
Interrupt register.
2) The Interrupt register should not be read when INTI is false.
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Register Interface, DB and Nonmultiplexed PAD Bus

Symbol

Min

Units

Notes

Address setup to Cst low

tl

0

ns

1

Address hold from CSt low

t2

30

ns

Cst high to CSt low

t3

25

ns

CSt low to read data valid

t4

CSt setup to RDt low

ts

RDt pulse width

Parameter

Max

ns

3

0

ns

4,7

t6

30

ns

RDt high to CSt high

t7

0

ns

4

RDt low to data valid

t8

30

ns

5

RDlhigh to data bus disable

t9

2

25

ns

cst setup to WRilow

t 10

0

ns

WRI pulse width

t11

25

ns

WRI high to CSt high

t12

0

ns

Data setup to WRI high

t13

10

ns

Data hold after WRI high

t14

2

ns

WRI high to CSt low

tiS

25

ns

WRI high to WRilow

t 16

25

ns

43

6,7

6

1) CSI must make a high to low transition to latch a new register address.
2) For single bus mode (mode zero or mode one) DACKI must be inactive during all register accesses. U7R/ must
be tied to DB WR.
3) t8 must also be satisfied.
4) If RDI is always
is t9.

asserted~

the time from CSI low to stable data is t4 and the output disable time from CSI high

5) t4 must also be satisfied.
6)

If WRI is always asserted, the data setup to CSI high is 10ns minimum; data hold from CSI high is 30 ns
minimum; t3 is 60 ns minimum.

7) If DMA is active, the FIFO must not be accessed.
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Figure 6-9. Register Read, DB and Nonmultiplexed PAD Bus
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Figure 6-10. Register Write, DB and Nonmultiplexed PAD Bus
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Register Interface, Multiplexed PAD Bus

Parameter

-,

Symbol

Min

Max

Address setup to ALE low

tl

10

ns

Address hold from ALE low

tz

10

ns

ALE pulse width

t3

20

ns

ALE low CSt low

t4

10

ns

Cst low to data

t5

Cst high to ALE high

t6

50

ns

CSt setup to RDt low

t7

0

ns

RDt pulse width

t8

30

ns

RDt high to CSt high

t9

0

ns

4

RDt low to data valid

tlO

30

ns

5

RDlhigh to data bus disable

til

2

25

ns

CSt setup to WR/ low

tlZ

0

ns

WR/ pulse width

t13

30

ns

WR/ high to CSt high

t14

0

ns

Data setup to WR/ high

15

ns

Data hold from WR/ high

tiS
t 16

2

ns

WR/ high to ALE high

t17

30

ns

60

Units

ns

Notes

3

1,4

1,6

6

1) If DMA is active, the FIFO register must not be accessed.
2) ALE must pulse to capture a new register address.
3) t10 must also be satisfied.
4) If RD/ is always asserted, the time from CS/ low to stable data is t5 and the data release time from CS/ high is
tl1"
5) t5 must also be satisfied.
6)

If WR/ is always asserted, data setup to CS/ high is 10 ns and data holdfrom CS/ high is 30 ns minimum.
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Figure 6-11. Register Read, Multiplexed PAD Bus
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Figure 6-12. Register Write, Multiplexed PAD Bus
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DMA Interface Without Byte Control
(Configuration Modes 0, 1, and 3 only)

Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

5

DACKllow to DREQ low

tl

30

ns

DACKI high to DREQ high

t2

30

ns

DACKI high to DACKllow

t3

12

ns

DACKI pulse width

t4

45

ns

DACKI period (low to low)

t5

75

ns

DACKI period (high to high)

t6

tes + 25

ns

DACKllow to data valid

t7

DACKI high to data bus disable

t8

2

DACKllow to DBWRllow

t9

0

ns

DBWRI pulse width

tID

30

ns

DBWRI high to DACKI high

tIl

0

ns

Data setup to DBWRI

tl2

10

ns

Data hold to DBWRI

t l3

2

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRllow

tl4

25

ns

30

ns

25

ns

4

6

4

4

1) Alternate DMA is disabled.
2) For single bus mode (mode zero or mode one)~ CS/ must be inactive while DACK/ is active.
3) DACK/ must toggle once for each access.

4) DBWR/ edges may precede or follow DACK/ edges. Recommended values are: t9;::: 0 and t11 ;::: o. If
DBWR/ is always asserted~ the data setup to DACK/ high 10 ns minimum~· data hold from DACK/ high is
15 ns mimimum~· and t3 is 40 ns mimimum.
5) DREQ may stay high if the FIFO has room to accept another word (or byte if byte mode) during DMA
write~ or send another word (or byte if byte mode) during DMA read. If the current DMA acknowledge cycle
fills the FIFO (write) or empties the FIFO (read)~ then DREQ will go low.
6) Minimum high to high DACK/ period transfer is:
tcs+ 50 - t3 for asynchronous SCSI and tcs + 25 for synchronous SCSI.

~.
,I,
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Figure 6-13. DMA Read Without Byte Control (Configuration modes 0 and 1 only)
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Figure 6-14. DMA Read Without Byte Control (Configuration mode 3 only)
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Figure 6-15. DMA Write Without Byte Control (Configuration modes 0,1, and 3 only)
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DMA Interface With Byte Control (Configuration mode 2 only)

Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

3

DACK/ low to DREQ low

t1

30

ns

DACK/ high to DREQ high

t2

30

ns

DACK/ high to DACKI low

t3

12

ns

DACK/ pulse width

t4

45

ns

DACK/ period (low to low)

t5

75

ns

DACK/ period (high to high)

t6

t cs + 25

ns

BHE, SAO setup to DBRDI low

t7

20

ns

BHE, SAO hold from DBRDI high

t8

20

ns

DACK/ low to DBRDI low

t9

0

ns

DBRDI pulse width

t10

35

ns

DBRDI high to DACK/ high

tIl

0

ns

DBRDI to data valid

t12

DBRDI high to data bus disable

t 13

2

BHE, SAO setup to DBWRllow

t14

20

ns

BHE, SAO hold from DBWRI high

tIS

20

ns

DACK/ low to DBWRllow

t 16

0

ns

DBWRI pulse width

t17

30

ns

DBWRI high to DACK/ high

t 18

0

ns

Data setup to DBWRI high

t 19

10

ns

Data hold from DBWRI high

t 20

2

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRllow

t21

25

ns

35

ns

25

ns

1

1

2

2

1) DBRD/ trailing edge may precede or follow DACKI trailing edge. The recommended value is: t11 ~ o. If
DBRD/ is asserted past DACKI, the time from DACKIlow to stable data is 30 ns max, and the time from
DACKI high to data bus disable is 2 ns min and 25 ns max.
2) DBWRI trailing edge may precede or follow DACKI trailing edge. The recommended value is: t 18 ~ o. If
DBWRI is asserted past DACKI, the data setup to DACKI high is 10 ns minimum, data holdfrom DACKI
high is 10 ns minimum.
3) DREQ may stay high if the FIFO has room to accept more data during DMA write, or send more data
during DMA read. If the current DMA acknowledge cycle fills the FIFO (write) or empties the FIFO
(read), then DREQ will go low .

••
~
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Figure 6-16. DMA Read With Byte Control (Configuration mode 2 only)
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Figure 6-17. DMA Write With Byte Control (Configuration mode 2 only)
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Burst Mode DMA Interface
(Bus Configuration Modes 0, 1)

Parameter

I

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

DACK/ high to DREQ high

tl

30

ns

3

DACK/ low to DREQ low

t2

30

ns

1

DACK/ high to DACKI low

t3

RDI high to DREQ low

t4

DACKI low to RDI low

ts

0

ns

RDI pulse width

t6

55

ns

RDI high to RDI low

t7

45

ns

RDI low to data valid

ts

RDI high to data bus disable

t9

2

RDI low to RDI low

tlO

100

ns

RDI high to RDI high

tIl

tcs + 50

ns

RDI high to DACK/ high

tl2

0

ns

DBWRI high to DREQ low

t13

I

DACK/ low to DBWRllow

tl4

0

ns

r

DBWRI pulse width

tIS

50

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRllow

t l6

50

ns

Data setup to DBWRI high

tl7

10

ns

Data hold from DBWRI high

tiS

2

ns

DBWRllow to DBWRllow

t l9

100

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRI high

tzo

t cs + 50

ns

DBWRI high to DACK/ high

tZI

0

ns

'I'

,

r

[

[

"

I

r

50

ns

90

ns

43

ns

25

ns

75

ns

2

2

1) Single DMA transfer only.

['

2) Multiple DMA transfers only.

r

3) Assertion pending. If the FIFO is empty during DMA read, or full during DMA write, then assertion will not
be pending.

[

L

[ if
.~

['
[:
[',
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Figure 6-18. Burst Mode DMA Read (Bus Configuration Modes 0, 1)
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Figure 6-19. Burst Mode DMA Write (Bus Configuration Modes 0, 1)
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Burst Mode DMA Interface With Byte Control
(Bus Configuration Mode 2)

Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

DACKI high to DREQ high

tl

30

ns

3

DACKI low to DREQ low

t2

30

ns

1

DACKI high to DACKIlow

t3

DBRDI high to DREQ low

t4

BHE, SAO setup to DBRDI low

t5

20

ns

BHE, SAO hold after DBRDI high

t6

20

ns

DACKI low to DBRDI low

t7

0

ns

DBRDI pulse width

ts

50

ns

DBRDI high to DBRDI low

t9

50

ns

DBRDI low to data valid

tlO

DBRDI high to data bus disable

til

2

DBRDI low to DBRDI low

tl2

100

ns

DBRDI high to DBRDI high

t l3

t cs + 50

ns

DBRDI high to DACKI high

tl4

0

ns

DBWRlhigh to DREQ low

t l5

BHE, SAO setup to DBWRllow

t l6

20

ns

BHE, SAO hold after DBWRI high

tl7

20

ns

DACKIlow to DBWRllow

tiS

0

ns

DBWRI pulse width

t l9

50

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRllow

t 20

50

ns

Data setup to DBWRI high

t21

10

ns

Data hold from DBWRI high

t22

2

ns

DBWRllow to DBWRllow

t Z3

100

ns

DBWRI high to DBWRI high

tZ4

t cs + 50

ns

DBWRI high to DACKI high

t Z5

0

ns

ns

45
90

ns

39

ns

30

ns

89

ns

2

2

1) Single DMA transfer only.
2) Multiple DMA transfers only.

r'f
\

3)

Assertion pending. If the FIFO is empty during DMA read, or full during DMA write, then assertion will
not be pending.
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Figure 6-20. Burst Mode DMA Read With Byte Control
(Bus Configuration Mode 2)
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Figure 6-21. Burst Mode DMA Write With Byte Control
(Bus Configuration Mode 2)
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Burst Mode DMA Interface
(Bus Configuration Mode 3)

Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Notes

DACKI high to DREQ high

t1

30

ns

3

DACKI low to DREQ low

t2

30

ns

1

DACKI pulse width

t3

50

ns

DACKI high to DACKI low

t4

50

ns

DACKI low to data valid

ts

DACKI high to data bus disable

t6

2

DACKIlow to DACKIlow

t7

100

ns

DACKI high to DACKI high

t8

tcs + 50

ns

DACKI high to DREQ low

t9

DBWR/ low to DACKIlow

tlO

0

ns

Data setup to DACKI high

t11

10

ns

Data hold from DACKI high

t12

2

ns

35

ns

25

ns

30

ns

2

1) Single DMA transfer only.
2) Multiple DMA transfers only.
3) Assertion pending. If the FIFO is empty during DMA readJ or full during DMA writeJ then assertion will not
be pending.
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Figure 6-22. Burst Mode DMA Read
(Bus Configuration Mode 3)
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Figure 6-23. Burst Mode DMA Write
(Bus Configuration Mode 3)
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SCSI Timings

[

Initiator Asynchronous Send
Figure 6-24. Initiator Asynchronous Send

SD07I
-SDOOI

~
t1

'.

f

ta

ACKOI

[,

t2
REali

[

[

Single-Ended Mode
Parameter

Symbol

Min

55

[

Data setup to ACKOI low

tl

[

REQII high to ACKOI high

t2

F

Data hold from REQII high

t3

REQII low to ACKOI low (Data already set up)

t4

L,

Max

Units

ns

40

5

ns
ns

40

ns

Max

Units

Differential Mode*
Symbol

Min

Data setup to ACKOI low

t1

70

REQII high to ACKOI high

t2

Data hold from REQII high

t3

REQII low to ACKOI low (Data already setup)

t4

Parameter

ns
35

ns
ns

5
35

ns

* Note: Data for Differential Mode refers to SDI71 - SDIOI
-,
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Initiator Asynchronous Receive

Figure 6-25. Initiator Asynchronous Receive

REOII

1~+

----t

"

(.,

ACKOI

- t3
SDI71
-SDIOI

Single-Ended Mode
Parameter

Symbol

Min

Data setup to REQIIlow

t1

0

REQIIlow to ACKO/ low (Data already set up)

t2

Data hold from ACKO/ low

t3

REQII high to ACKO/ high (Data already set up)

t4

Max

Units

ns
40

ns
ns

0
40

ns

Max

Units

Differential Mode
Parameter

Symbol

Min

L

Data setup to REQIIlow

t1

REQIIlow to ACKO/ low (Data already setup)

t2

Data hold from ACKO/low

t3

REQII high to ACKO/ high (Data already setup)

t4

6-26

ns

0

35

ns
ns

0

35

ns
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Target Asynchronous Send

Figure 6-26. Target Asynchronous Send

-;gg:;
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r ---------------- a

-0 0.
1 0.
1

REaOI - - - - - - - . . .

ACKII

Single-Ended Mode
Symbol

Min

Data setup to REQO/low

t}

60

ACKI/ low to REQOI high

t2

Data hold from ACKI/ low (FIFO not empty)

t3

ACKI/ high to REQO/low (Data already set up)

t4

Parameter

Max

Units

ns
40

ns
ns

5
40

ns

Max

Units

Differential Mode
Symbol

Min

Data setup to REQO/low

t}

70

ACKI/ low to REQOI high

t2

Data hold from ACKI/ low (FIFO not empty)

t3

ACKI/ high to REQO/low (Data already set up)

t4

Parameter

ns

35
5

ns
ns

35

ns

~t
Ii
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Target Asynchronous Receive
Figure 6-27. Target Asynchronous Receive

REQDl - - - - ' " '

ACKI/

SDI71

~..----t_3_ - - . : . . . . - ' .~_

-SDIOI

Single-Ended Mode
Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

ACKIllow to REQO/ high

tl

40

ns

ACKII high to REQO/ low (FIFO not full)

t2

40

ns

Data setup to ACKIllow

t3

0

ns

Data hold from REQO/ high

t4

0

ns

Symbol

Min

Differential Mode
Parameter

Max

Units

ACKIllow to REQO/ high

tl

35

ns

ACKII high to REQO/ low (FIFO not full)

t2

35

ns

Data setup to ACKIllow

t3

0

ns

Data hold from REQO/ high

t4

0

ns
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Target and Initiator Synchronous Transfers

Figure 6-28. Target and Initiator Synchronous Output
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•

Figure 6-29. Target and Initiator Synchronous Input
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SCSI-l Single-Ended Transfers (5 MB/s)
Parameter

Symbol

Min

REQO/ or ACKO/ assertion period

tJ

90

ns

REQO/ or ACKO/ negation period

t2

90

ns

Data setup to REQO/ or ACKO/ low

t3

55

ns

Data hold from ACKO/ or REQO/ low

t4

100

ns

REQII or ACKII assertion period

t5

65

ns

REQII or ACKII negation period

t6

65

ns

Data setup to REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t7

0

ns

Data hold from REQIIlow or ACKIllow

ts

45

ns

Max

Units

,

1
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SCSI-l Differential Transfers (5MB/s)
Parameter

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

REQOI or ACKOI assertion period

t1

90

ns

REQOI or ACKOI negation period

t2

90

ns

Data setup to REQOI or ACKO/low

t3

55

ns

Data hold from REQOI or ACKO/low

t4

100

ns

REQII or ACKII assertion period

t5

70

ns

REQII or ACKII negation period

t6

70

ns

Data setup to REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t7

0

ns

Data hold from REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t8

45

ns

Fast SCSI-2 Single-Ended Transfers (10 MB/s)
Parameter

Symbol

Min

REQOI or ACKOI assertion period

t1

35

ns

REQOI or ACKOI negation period

t2

35

ns

Data setup to REQOI or ACKO/low

t3

33

ns

Data hold from REQOI or ACKO/low

t4

45

ns

REQII or ACKII assertion period

t5

20

ns

REQII or ACKII negation period

t6

20

ns

Data setup to REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t7

0

ns

Data hold from REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t8

10

ns

Max

Units

Fast SCSI-2 Differential Transfers (10 MB/s)
Parameter

Symbol

Min

REQOI or ACKOI assertion period

t1

40

ns

REQOI or ACKOI negation period

t2

40

ns

Data setup to REQOI or ACKO/low

t3

35

ns

Data hold from REQOI or ACKO/low

t4

45

ns

REQII or ACKII assertion period

t5

20

ns

REQII or ACKII negation period

t6

20

ns

Data setup to REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t7

0

ns

Data hold from REQIIlow or ACKIllow

t8

10

ns

6-30

Max

Units
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Register Summary

pen

Register Summary
Transfer Count Register W (00)
76543210

Transfer Counter Register R (00)
76543210

Transfer Count Register W (01)
76543210

Transfer Counter Register R (01)
76543210

IXIxl XIxi XIx Ixl XI

IxlxlXlxlxlxlxlxl

Ixl X IX lxlx Ixix Ixl
Ix Ix I X IKtx Ixl~1 xl

FI FO Register R/W (02)
76543210

kallltfr'J~' 1. oj oloftH
Command Code
Command Code
Command Code
Command Code
Command Code
Command Code
Command Code
Enable DMA

Status Register R (04h)
7 6 5 4 321 0
Phase Bit
Phase Bit
Phase Bit
Valid Group Code
Terminal Count
Parity Error
Gross Error
Interrupt

Destination ID
Destination ID
Destination ID
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

Interrupt Register R (05h)
765 4 321 0
,,;j~

,,,*,,, a,

5£~1

<ll:,1

L Selected
- Selected With ATN
~ Reselected
'- Function Complete
'- Bus Service
- Disconnect
~ Illegal Command
'- SCSI Reset Detected
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Sequence Step Register R (06h)
76543210
Sequence Step
Sequence Step
Sequence Step
Synchronous Offset Max
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

FIFO Flags Register R (07h)

3

0
[]

L FIFO Flags
'- FI FO Flags
- FIFO Flags
"- FIFO Flags
'- FIFO Flags
Sequence Step
'- Sequence Step
- Sequence Step

Configuration 1 Register RIW (OSh)

i~_~43210
My Bus 10
My Bus 10
My Bus JD
Chip Test Mode Enable
Enable Parity Checking
Parity Test Mode
SCSI Reset Reporting Interrupt Disable
Slow Cable Mode

Test Register W (OAh)

Synchronous Transfer Period Register W (06h)

Synchronous Transfer Period
Synchronous Transfer Periodp
Synchronous Transfer Period
Synchronous Transfer Period
Synchronous Transfer Period
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

Synchronous Offset Register W (07h)
76543210

f! !'1'lf:'l'

L Synch/Asynch Transfer
- Synch/Asynch Transfer
"- Synch/Asynch Transfer
'- Synch/Asynch Transfer
- REQ/ACK assertion
"- REQ/ACK assertion
'- REQ/ACK deassertion
'- REQ/ACK deassertion

Clock Conversion Register W (OSh)
76543210
·ro~

L Clock Conversion
'- Clock Conversion
"- Clock Conversion
'- Reserved
Reserved
- Reserved
'- Reserved
- Reserved

Configuration 2 Register RIW (OBh)
7 6 5 4 321 0
~~

Target Mode
Initiator Mode
All Outputs to high impedance
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

A-2

,.

L DMA Parity Enable
'- Register Parity Enable
- Target Bad Parity Abort
"- SCSI-2
'- DREQ High impedance
- Enable Byte Control
'- Features Enable
- Reserve FIFO Byte
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Threshold Eight
Alternate DMA Mode
Save Residual Byte
FASTCLK
FASTSCSI
CDB10
Queue Tag Enable
ID Message Reserved check

Back-to Back Transfer Enable
Transfer Counter Test Mode
Enable Active Negation
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

Transfer Counter High/lD Register R/W (OEh)
76543210

r""~
iilLf?2.~;5!;)1~:Ut3tj'l':)~:=
f\fTrr~
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Bus Configurations

Figure 8-1. Mode Zero
(Single bus, 8-bit DMA, 8-bit processor)

DREQ

DACK/

DB7-0
Processor

8-Bit Data Bus

NCR
A3-0

53CF94-2
53CF96-2

Address Bus

RDI

I

WRI

Mode 0

DBWRI

Mode 1

\

Figure 8-2. Mode One
(Single bus, 16-bit DMA, 8-bit processor bus)

DREQ

DACK/

16
DB15-0
Processor

Data Bus

NCR
A3-0

Address Bus

53CF94-2
53CF96-2
+5V

RDI
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WR/

Mode 0

DBWRI

Mode 1
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Figure 8-3. Mode Two
(Dual bus, 8 or 16-bit DMA bus with byte control and 8-bit multiplexed processor address/data bus)

DREQ
DACK/
DBWR/
DBRD!
BHE
SAD

DMA
Controller

8 or 16-Bit Data Bus,
DB15-0

NCR
53CF94-2
53CF96-2

~u~

_B-BitAI

PAD7-0
Processor

+5V

ALE
Mode 1

RD!
WR!

~

Mode 0

Figure 8-4. Mode Three
(Dual bus, 16-bit DMA bus and 8-bit processor bus)

DREQ
DACK/
DBWR!

DMA
Controller
16-Bit Data Bus

Processor

I

B-Bit Data Bus

I

Address Bus

I
I

8-2

DB15-0

NCR
53CF94-2
53CF96-2

PAD7-0

+5v

A3-0
RD!
WR!

Mode 1

----4

Mode 0

-
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Wiring Diagrams
Figure C-1. 53CF94-2 and 53CF96-2
Single-Ended SCSI Bus Interface

-

DBP1
DBPO
DB15
DB14
DB13
DB12
DB11
DB10
DB9
DB8
DB?
DB6
- DB5
DB4
DB3
DB2
DB1
DMA
DBO
Controlle r/ + - CSI
Microproce ssor
- RDI
Interface
WR/
DBWR/
DREQ
- DACK/
A3/AlE
A2IDBRD/
A1/BHE
AO/SAO
PAD?
PAD6
PAD5
+5V
PAD4
PAD3
PAD2
2.2K
PAD1
- PADO
INT/
RESET
10-40MHz ClK
+5V- DIFFM/
MODE 1
MODE 0

~

SDOPI
SDO?I
SD06/
SD05/
SD04/
SD031
SD02/
SD01/
SDOO/
SDIP/ SDI?I
SDI6/
SDI5/
SDI4/
SDI3/
SDI2I
SDI1/
SDIOI
SELO/
BSYOI
REaO/
ACKOI
MSGIO/
C/DIO
1/010
ATNIOI
RSTO/

SDP/
SD?/
SD6/
SD5/
SD4/
SD3/
SD2/
SD1/
SDO/

SCSI Bus

SEU
BSY/
REQ/
ACK/
MSG/
C/D/
1/0/
ATN/
RST/

SELI/ r--BSYI/
REQI/
ACKII
RSTII
IGS r---TGS ! - -

' iilll

J

j
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Figure C-2. 53CF96-2
Differential SCSI Bus Interface

+5V

+5V

SOOPI
SOO7!
S0061
S0051
S0041
S0031
S0021
S0011
SOOOI
SOIPI
SOl71
SOl61
SOl51
SOl41
SOl31
SOl21
SOl11
SOIOI

SCSI
Bus

SELDI
BSYOI
REaOI
ACKOI
MSGIOI
C/OIO
1/010
ATNIOI
RSTOI
SELII
BSYII
REali
ACKII
OIFFMI
IGS
TGS
RSTII

75176

75176

GND

Note: Pull-up value may be dependent on transceiver characteristics.
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Mechanical Drawings
Figure D-1. 84-Pin PLCC
.045 x 45 0 CHFR (1)

r
LI

.576

1.190
SQ.

I

1.153
SQ.

r

L

/'

r

\

.050

----j

r-

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Pin 1 Indicator

------------1"I

84-Pin PLCC

~rTT'ITTTTTTTT1T

.010 x 45 0 CHFR (3)

1.120
SQ.

Note: All dinEnsiaJs are in:irr:tH;
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Figure D-2. 1~O-Pin Quad Flat Pack

1 ' 4 - - - - - - 2 3 . 9 ± 0.2!T------~

Pin 51
17.9
± 0.25

100-Pin Quad Flat Pack

14.0
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I

11
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j
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-------
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,

~
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/

I
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~

I

-,- - -

\

\

,

~O""

/

"

...

- ---

~

;'\/
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--

~roo_M_in_ _ _ _--.

Li.
00_ 7 0

_ _ _ _--.--_ _ _-.-

I

_--L'_

...L-'

+
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f
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--.--______--1+__ SEATING PLANE
~
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Figure 0-3. 100-Pin Thin Quad Flat Pack

14----16.0

r
--'----I
~

"'j"' 141''

BSC.---~

Pin 76

J
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Pin 51

11

100-Pin

I
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I

I
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J

1
Pin 1

----

"-

--.I

,,
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~

I
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,

8,,,,,,

/

"

"

- ---
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/\/
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